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Part 1 – Menus
This section provides a brief description of each of the tabs and sub-tabs available under Split Second’s
basic menu items: File; Edit; Activities; and Timing.

File Menu
Tab

Description

New Race

Opens a window to create and name a new race file. The file will be
blank, but for any default information, see Defaults, page 6.

Open

Ctrl+O

Save

Ctrl+Alt+S

Browse for and open an existing file.
Note: The default folder for this and other file functions is the
folder selected under Options, page 9.
Note: The extension for race files is .NatFIS

Saves the current file in its current folder.

Save As

Saves the current file under a different name, in a different folder, or on
a different drive.

Copy Race

Gives access to functions similar to the Open and Save As tabs.

Change Sex

Ctrl+S

Switches between the men’s and women’s races. The alternative ways of
switching are
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Tab

Description
use CTRL+S; or
click on the status field at the bottom-middle of the window.

Import

Imports registration/entry lists and other information into Split Second.
The application accepts four file formats in all, but the option that is of
immediate value for NCD and OSZ timers is the first: Import from any
Comma or Tab separated file.
The following are the steps in the import process:
1. Click on File, Import, then Import from any Comma or Tab
separated file.
2. Browse to the folder where the .TXT or .CVS file is located, select it,
and click Open, which will bring you to a screen like the one shown
on the following page.
3. Follow the “Step 1” procedures:
a. Select the type of file: Comma separated or Tab Separated
(Note: If the data you are trying to import has several fields
(name, card number, club, etc.), but the Preview pane at the
bottom of the screen shows only one column, it is likely that
that you have selected the wrong file type here.
b. When importing entry lists, select the Don’t overwrite
option. Caution: If you import data from two or more files
carefully examine the competitors list for duplicate entries
after you have completed the imports.
c. When importing race results, etc, make certain that the bib
numbers have been assigned to the same competitors in the
competitors’ screen and the source file and use the Update
option.
d. If the source file has descriptive headers select “1” in the
Lines to Ignore field so that the data in the headers is not
imported.
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Tab

Description

4. Assign the columns, which can be seen in the Preview window at the
bottom of the screen, to the appropriate field in Split Second
following the “Step 2” procedures.
Note: If you want the application to exclude one or more columns
when it imports the data, leave the Used for field blank, as
in Column 6 in the example above, and the application will
skip importing the unwanted information.
5. When all the columns to be imported have been labelled, click OK.
The following popup will appear, unless, of course, the file contains a
column labelled Bib.
6. Click OK. Another
popup will appear
telling you how
many competitors
are being imported. Click OK. The imported information will be
entered in the Competitors screen and available for edit, preparing
start lists, etc.
Export

Opens the utility that allows the user to export selected data from a race
file to a comma- or tab-separated file that can be opened in a
spreadsheet, or to move data between race files. Such files are used for
a variety of purposes, including preparing files for calculating series point
standings and championship results.
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Tab

Description
The fields within this window are described below.

Available Fields

Lists the data fields available in each competitor record. Note: The
“USSA” fields contain the “ACA” data.

Fields to Export

Lists the fields that will be exported and their order. To edit this list, use
the arrow buttons that appear between the two displays, and to the
right of the Fields to Export display:
To remove all the field names from the Fields to Export display,
click the << button.
To move all the field names from Available Fields to Fields to
Export, click the >> button.
To add a specific filed to the Fields to Export list, click on the
desired field in the Available Fields display then click on the >
button.
To remove a specific filed from the Fields to Export list, click on
the desired field in the display then click on the < button.
Note: When fields are removed from the Fields to
Export they are saved, but moved to the bottom of the
Available Export list.
To change the order of the fields in the Fields to Export list, select the
field you want to move, and then click the ∨ button to move it down
and the ∧ to move it up.

Set to DOS .tmg
format

A pre-set format, not used by NCD-OSZ timers.

Set to export
System B Times

A pre-set format, not used by NCD-OSZ timers.

Delimiter

Selects whether the data delimiter will be a comma or a tab. Normally,
the “comma” delimiter should be selected.
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Tab

Description
Text fields quoted

If selected, all text data is enclosed in quotation marks. Normally, this
option is not selected.

Include a header
line

If selected, the field names will be inserted in the header row. This is the
preferred option for most purposes.

Format of Times

Allows the user to select one of the following formats for run and total
times:
h:mm:ss.hh - This is the default format and outputs times in
hours and minutes to the hundredth of a second. Example of
output: 1:34.75
h:mm:ss.t - This outputs times in hours and minutes to the
tenth of a second, truncated. Example of output: 1:34.7
h:mm.ss - This outputs times in hours and minutes to the
second, truncated. Example of output: 1:34
sss.hh - This outputs times in second, to the hundredth of the
second. Example of output: 93.75.
IMPORTANT: Unless there is a specific need for the time data in another
format, it is recommended that the sss.hh format should be used if the
data is going to be used to do time calculations in spreadsheets.

Preview

Provides a continuous preview of the data list and format as it will
appear in the exported file.
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Edit Menu
Tab

Description

Defaults

The information that the user enters here will be inserted automatically in all
new race files.
Header

The information entered here will be included in the Header screen (see page
31) and elsewhere.

Notes
The content of the first three fields is determined by clicking on either
of the Set to . . . buttons. The default for all Canadian races is Set to
Canadian Settings.
The State field, meaning Province for ACA races, accepts two
characters, i.e., QC for Quebec, ON for Ontario, etc.
The Division, Club Name, and Ski Area Name fields will accept up to
50 characters each.
Factors/Lists
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Tab

Description
F Factors - The current F Factor for each discipline is posted under “Points
Rules” on the ACA Points site at www.acapoints.ca, or go to www.fisski.com/uk/disciplines/alpineskiing/fispoints.html and click on “Link to 1st
page” near the top of the Web page.
Maximum Seed Points for Penalty Calc (ACA) - The maximum or “fill-in”
point value for ACA events is 500 (See “Points Rules” at
www.acapoints.ca).
Maximum Seed Points for Penalty Calc (FIS) - The maximum or “fill-in” FIS
point values are published on the FIS website; Go www.fisski.com/uk/disciplines/alpineskiing/fispoints.html and click on “Link to 1st
page” near the top of the Web page.
Points List - A default list can be selected, but is it not recommended
because the ACA points list changes weekly and the FIS list about once a
month.
Category Adders - Category adders are not used for ACA or other local
races. The Adders for FIS and other events are published by FIS at
www.fis-ski.com/uk/disciplines/alpineskiing/fispoints.html and click on
“Link to 1st page” near the top of the page.
Officials - Officials lists are not available.
Officials

Classes

A useful tool if your club has the same officials for all or most races. If there
are different people at most races, entering a default list of officials here has
no advantage.
Define age ranges (e.g. 7-8 years; 9-10 years) specific class codes such as I1
and I2.
Note: This function has no practical application for ACA events.
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Tab

Description

Options (Settings)

Automatic
Capitalize

If selected, lower case text entered in a most fields will be automatically
changed to upper case text. Note: The Name field in the Competitor
Insert/Edit screen is an exception. The normal default is to select this option.

Automatically Sort
when
generating
reports

If this option is not selected, each time you produce a start list or results
report, the program will ask Sort First? The normal default is to select this
option, leaving Split Second to “make the decisions.” However, there may be
situations where the user will want deselect the option and make the decision
about whether to “sort first” on a case-by-case basis (see example on page
50).

Save every <<
>> minutes

Sets the frequency of automatic saves. The more frequently the saves occur,
the better.

Backup every
<<>> minutes

Sets the frequency with which backup files are created.

Number of
Backups to
keep

Sets the total number of backups kept

Automatically Print
Log as each
page is full

If this option is selected and the computer is attached to a printer via the
parallel port, the timing log will be printed a page at a time.
Note: If this option is not selected, you can still print all or part of the timing
log by opening Timing Log under the Timing (Enabled) tab (see
page12), or in the Timing window (see page 64).
Note: The timing log can also be printed on a continuous basis using a serial
printer (see Output to Serial Port, page 12).
Note: It is recommended that one of these print options be activated for all
races. If there are problems, e.g. a missed DNF that throws off the
results for a couple of racers, etc., the availability of the printouts
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Tab

Description
allows the assistant timer/chief of timing to quickly review the data
and identify a solution without having to stop the race.

Options (Default Folder)

When installed, Split Second creates default folders in C:/ My Documents/Split
Second/NationalFIS where all the race files you create will be saved/stored. If
you would like to store race files in another folder, you can use this function
to browse to and select that folder as your default.
Options (Proxy)

Sets default parameters for HTML calls.
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Activities Menu
Tab

Description

Load Points
List

The first choice - Download -does not apply to ACA events, only FIS and USSA events.
Organizers of events that are being seeded and scored using Canadian national points
must use retrieve the points lists using the following steps:
1. Browse to the folder where you store point list files and move the old list files to
another folder where they can be retrieved if necessary. This avoids having to select
from a large number of files when it is time to pick the ACA Points list for the race in
the Factors / Lists … screen.
2. Go to www.acapoints.ca and click on Points / Profiles.
3. Under Gender select Female, under Category select All National Racers; under
Division, Club and Coach, select ALL; and, leave Year of Birth blank.
Note: If you would prefer to use a single points file instead of one for women
and another for men, choose ALL under Gender and skip step 6 below.
4. Under Output Type, select Dump Points to File, then click on Prepare Request.
5. Save the file, using the name assigned by the ACA database, to the folder where you
are storing point lists.
6. Change the Gender field to Male, and repeat steps 4 and 6, above.
7. In Split Second, go to the Activities tab, or the Factors/Lists screen, and click on
Download Points List, then click on Load from Hard Drive and browse to the folder
containing the points lists. The files will not be visible because Split Second is
looking for a zipped file. However, you can locate the .txt file(s) containing the
points by entering the first few letters of a points file name -- “nat” -- in the File
Name field (see below):
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Tab

Description

8. Click on one of the file names, then on Open, and on OK in response to the message
indicating that the lists have been successfully loaded.
Send SkiData
Files

Prepares an XML file for reporting the race results to ACA or FIS.
1. Click on Send SkiData Files to open the following pop-up:

2. Select Specify Path for SkiData file. Browse to the folder where you want to save
the zip file that Split Second will create.
3. If you want to save a text copy of the results in the same folder, select Include Hard
Copy.
4. Click OK.
5. Using Windows Explorer, browse to the folder you selected in step 2 and extract the
XML file from the zipped file (the file name will use the Codex number.)
6. To upload the results of an ACA race, go to www.acapoints.ca and click on Race
Upload and follow the instructions. The results report becomes available on line
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Tab

Description
immediately.
7. To report FIS results, email the XML file to alpineresults@fisski.ch. No
accompanying message is needed. The report will be processed and a confirming
email returned. If all goes well, the results will be reported on the FIS website with a
short delay.

Timing (Enabled) / Timing (Demo Mode/Practice) Menu
Tab

Description

Setup and
Test

Used to configure and test the computer-timer/scoreboard interfaces. See
Timing, page 55.

Time

If a timer and a licensed dongo are attached to the computer, this function
opens the Timing screen for either the first or second run. See Timing screen
on page 60.
Note: If the timer is attached but there is no licensed dongo, the timing
screen will open in Demo Mode and close after two minutes.
Note: If a timer hasn't been setup, the timing screen will start in Practice
Mode. This mode allows manual starts (F11) and finishes (F12) so
timers can practice without having to install equipment and a dongo.
Times are only recorded to the whole second and all times receive an
audit entry stating they are practice times.

Timing Log

View

Opens a screen (see below) that gives access to the timing data for viewing,
printing or copying:

Clear

Erases all the data in the timing log.

Output
to
Serial
Port

Selects a port for a serial printer, such as a Seiko DPU, to print the content of
the timing log on an event-by-event basis during the race.
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Tab

Description

Software
Key

Provides access to functions needed to activate or update the software key.

About Demo Mode

A message about the limits of Demo Mode and the procedure for obtaining a
licence to do actual timing using Split Second.

Software Key
Tab

Description

Update Licence

Used to purchase a licence, or update the key code.

Verify Key

Verifies the status of a software key that has been attached to the computer.

Solve Key Problem

Suggestions of steps that can be taken if a software key is not working.
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Part 2– Screens

This Part of the guide provides an overview of the functions and tabs available through each of Split
Second’s primary screens: Competitors; Header; Factors/Lists; Officials; and Run Data.

Competitors Screen
Function

Description

Insert

Opens a blank Competitor Insert/Edit screen so that new competitors can
be entered.

The following are brief descriptions of the content of each of the fields in
the Competitor Insert/Edit screen. This information can be entered
manually, picked from a points list, or imported. (See page 41)
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Function

Description
Bib Number

The number of the bib worn by the competitor. The number can be
assigned manually, or it can be assigned automatically (see Automatically
Assign Bibs / Start Numbers, page 27.)

Start Number

The competitor’s placement in the start order. The number is normally
assigned automatically (see Automatically Assign Bibs / Start Numbers,
page 27.)

ACA Number

The competitor’s ACA card number.
Note: An ACA number must be entered for all competitors participating
in a scored ACA points race; however, card numbers are not
required for competitors in unscored races.

FIS Number

The competitor’s FIS card number.
Note: This field does not appear in the Competitor Insert/Edit screen of
races where ACA has been slected in the Race Level field of the
Header screen (see page 32).

Name (LAST,
First)

The competitor’s last name in upper case, followed by a comma, then the
competitors first name. Eg., BROWN-SMITH, George

Year of Birth
(yyyy)

The competitor’s 4-digit year of birth

Team/Area/
Nation

For FIS and other international level events, the three-letter code for the
competitor’s nation, ie, CAN for Canada; USA for the United States; JPN for
Japan, etc.

Club/ Quota

For OSZ-NCD and other ACA events, the ACA’s abbreviation for the
competitors home club. The NCD-OSZ club abbreviations are listed on page
36. For FIS events, this field is left blank or used by race adminstrators for
event management.

Class (eg J-1)

The appropriate Class identifiers for NCD-OSZ events are: I2, K1, K2, JA, JB.
SR, and MS). For provincial and FIS events, JA & JB juniors are placed in the
aged-determined J1 and J2 classes.

Amount Paid

For use by race adminstrators.

Notes

For use by race adminstrators.

st

1 Run Result &
2nd Run Result

These fields display the competitor’s 1st and 2nd run times or status (DNF,
DSQ, etc). Normally, the timer does not manually insert results in this field.
Rather, the application updates the field during the timing of the event, or
when the timer makes changes via TOD Edit or TOD Fix (see below). The
one exception is that DSQ status is entered in these results fields:
1. Record each DSQ’d racer’s bib # and the gate # where the fault
took place from the referee’s report.
2. In the Competitors screen, use Find to locate the DSQ’d racer,
then click on the Edit Comp button.
3. Highlight the contents of the 1st or 2nd Run Result field as
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Function

Description
appropriate, type in “dsq” and hit the Tab key
4. Two new fields will be inserted to the right of the Run Result
field - Gate # and or, enter rule number.

5. Enter the Gate # from the referee’s report, click OK.
6. Repeat the steps for other DSQ’d racers.
st

1 Run Audit &
nd
2 Run Audit

These buttons provide access to a screen that displays a record of the
timing entries and edits of the racers’s time for that run (see example
below).

Snow Seed

If selected, this indicates that the competitor was assigned to the snow
seed for the race. The snow seed is drawn from the start list (see page 29).

ACA Points

Displays, or allows for entry of, the competitor’s ACA points.

FIS Points

Displays, or allows for entry of, the competitor’s FIS points.
Note: This field does not appear in the Competitor Insert/Edit screen of
races where ACA has been slected in the Race Level field of the
Header screen (see page 32).
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Function

Description
Custom 1 &2

Cross Reference
1&2

Delete

Permanently removes a racer(s) from the file. To delete a competitor,
select that racer or group of racers in the competitor list, then click on
Delete. You will be asked to confirm that you want to delete the racer.
Note: The Delete function is also available by right-clicking on a row in
the competitor list.

Edit Comp

Opens the
Competitor
Insert/Edit screen
for the selected
racer to edit the
information it
contains (see
Insert above).
Note: The Edit
function is also
available by rightclicking on a row
in the competitor
list
Note: The
application allows
the user to enter
or edit certain data fields for a group of selected competitors.
When a group is selected, the button Edit Comp converts to Block
Edit. Clicking on that button brings you to the following screen.
Note the instructions at the bottom of the screen.

TOD Edit

Opens the detailed timing data file for the selected racer so that the user
can manually enter or edit Time of Day, Status, or other core timing data.
For most timing situations, the important fields in this screen are:
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Function

Description
the Start and Finish Time of Day for Run 1 & Run2. Note: Time of
day data can be copied from the Timing Log) or hand entered; and
the Status indicators. Changing these will determine how a
competitor’s results will be reported. Note: DSQ’s should be
entered in the Competitor Insert/Edit screen (see page 15).

Note: Click on the How to Enter Times Quickly button in the lower righthand corner of the screen for directions on how to simplify data
entry.
Note: The TOD Edit function is also available by right-clicking on a row in
the competitor list.
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Function

Description

TOD Fix

Used to reassign TOD data for individual racers (see figure on next page.
The TOD FIX is a VERY useful tool. For examples of its use, see page 69.

Note: The TOD Fix function is also available by right-clicking on a row in
the competitor list OR in the Timing Screen.
Note: When you click on TOD Fix, the racer whose TOD data is being
reviewed and edited is identified in the top left hand corner of the
Time of Day Fix window. If the identified racer is not the one you
wish to edit, exit the window and select the bib number of the
racer who need to edit and open his/her TOD Fix window.
Note: When you change a racer’s start or finish using TOD Fix, the
original data is marked by the “===>>” in the left margin of the
data display (See below).
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Function

Description

Find

Searches the competitors list by bib number or surname.

Sort

Sorts the competitor list using any of the field available options (see
below).

Note: Normally, the Sort function applies to the entire list, but if a
smaller group is selected, the sort will be limited to the selected
group, e.g., the first 30 racers in a class or category for a second
run start list.
Note: The Sort function can be used to sort the list by two or more
columns. For example, if you want to know the rankings for each
age group, Sort by Combined, then Sort by Year of Birth.
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Function

Description

Move

Repositions a competitor or group of competitors in the list. In the
example illustrated below, racer # 8 is being moved to the position before
#4:
1.
Select #8, the racer you want to move.
2.
Click on Move and follow the instructions:

3.

Hide

Click on the row containing bib #4.

Hides racers so that they are excluded from all actions affecting those still
visible on the list. The following are two examples of where the Hide
function can be used in OSZ-NCD races:
1. On race morning, the racers who are “DNS” can be hidden instead
of being deleted. This reduces the inconvenience of having to deal
with known DNS’s while timing, but means that they can be
quickly re-entered in the race if they show up late. In addition,
their names and DNS status remain available for preparing and
exporting data for the calculation of series results.
2. In a race where two or more classes are competing, it is possible to
manually prepare start lists where the competitors have preassigned bib numbers (see example on page 45) and to prepare
complete start lists, results, etc. for each class or category using a
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Function

Description
single race file (see example on page 49).

Expose

Returns all the hidden racers to the list so that they will be included in
sorts, reports, etc. Note: Previously hidden competitors are re-inserted at
the end of the list in the order that they were hidden.

Stats

This pop-up provides a quick summary of stats to check the referee’s
reports or for the TD report:

Report

Report
Language

Gives the user the option of producing reports with French or English
heading and labels.

Points List

Produces a list of competitors sorted by their points (Ascending). The
report is used to support bib draws at FIS events. The software asks you to
choose between showing the competitors’ Nat or Club on the report:

NAT is used for FIS and international events; Club for other events.
First Run

Start List
Produces a start list based on the order of the racers in the Competitors
screen at that time. The list will show the competitors’ seed points in the
right hand column.
Note: Split Second does not do a first run draw when it prints a first run
start list. The draw must be done manually or using the
Automatically Assign Bibs / Start Numbers under Other Options
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Function

Description
(see page 27).
The application will ask whether you want to include Club/Quota data.
This data should be included for local and ACA races, but is not included
for FIS races.
An example of the first page of a 1st run start list is included in Appendix 1,
page 74.
Condensed Start List
Produces a “condensed” start list for the 1st run. The report uses 2
columns to show up to 110 competitors per page! The basic list includes
the racer’s name, start position and bib number. You can also choose to
add the “Class,” “Year of Birth,” “Team/Area/Nation,” and/or
“Club/Quota,” although adding the extra fields can overcrowd the list.
Start List for Hand Timers
Produces a 1st run start list, but replaces the seed points with a space for
writing times.
Note: It is recommended that hand timers not use this format for
recording data. The ACA or similar form is preferred. 1
Results
Produces a standard report that
displays the results of the first run. This
report can be printed as soon as the run
is completed and used by the referee to
confirm DNS’s and DNF’s.
When this function is selected, the user
is asked to pick the report options. The
suggested choices for ACA and local
events are illustrated in the image at
the right.
Training Results
Produces a report that displays the results of training runs for DH and SG
events.
Times for Proofing
Produces a list of the competitors who finished (DNS and DSQ’s excluded)
in their start number order.

1

The ACA Start/Finish Time Recording Form can be downloaded from
www.canski.org/webconcepteur/web/alpine/en/officialsvolunteers/nav/forms.html?page=details.jsp&iddoc=7781
9 . Another form is available on the OSZ wbsite: http://www.skioutaouais.qc.ca/
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Function

Description
Second Run

Start List
Sorts the competitors into second run start order AND produces the 2nd
run start list for printing and distribution.
Note: The number of racers that will be flipped (15 or 30) is selected on
the Header screen, see page 32.
The procedure gives the user the option of adding the DNF and DSQ’s to
the end of the list. The default choice for OSZ-NCD Series events is Yes.
The general practice for other races is No. When in doubt, ask for the
Jury’s direction.
An example of a 2nd run start list, with DNF and DSQ’s included, is shown in
Appendix 1, page 75.
Condensed Start List
Produces a “condensed” start list for the 2nd run. The applications gives
you the option of including DSQs and DNFs. The basic list includes the
racer’s name, start position, bib number and first run time.. You can also
choose to add the “Class,” “Year of Birth,” “Team/Area/Nation,” and/or
“Club/Quota,” although adding the extra fields can overcrowd the list.
Results
Produces a standard report that displays
the results of the second run. This report
can be printed as soon as the run is
completed and used by the referee to
confirm DNS’s and DNF’s.
When this function is selected, the user is
asked to pick report options.

Times for Proofing
Produces a list of the competitors who finished (DNS and DSQ’s excluded)
in their second run start order.
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Function

Description
Race Results

Sorts all or selected competitors in order of their final results AND
produces the race results report. The user
is asked to pick report options.
Note:
Results reports printed for the
TD’s review and signature should
include the Penalty Report. If the
reports are for copying and
general distribution, the penalty
report is not required.
Note:
If the Scored option was not
selected on the Header screen,
the Include Penalty Report
option will not appear on this
pop-up.
An example of a results report without a penalty report is presented in
Appendix 1, page 78.

Penalty Report

Produces a copy of the ACA penalty report for the race. An example of a
Penalty Report is presented in Appendix 1, page 81.
Note: This option is only presented when the “Scored” field is
selected on the Header window.

Transmittal
Sheet

Not used for Canadian races!

Competitors
Lists

Prints lists of the competitors in different orders. These list are used by the
race administrator to support manual draws at FIS
events, for registration and similar tasks. The lists
include identifying information: start number, bib
number, card number, name club, class (K1; K2;
etc.) and seed points , but no results. In addition,
the user has to choose whether to include
Nat/Year or Club/Year data, and may choose to
include some other fields (se the image on the
right.
The following are the types of lists the user can
produce:
Name Order: Ascending alphabetical order
by Last Name.
Team Order: Competitors are grouped by Team, but they are listed
within the Team groups in whatever order they are in the current
screen list. The user has the option of having each team list start
printing on a new page.
Club Order: Competitors are grouped by Club in whatever order they
are in the current screen list
Class Order: Competitors are grouped by Class (I2, K1, K2, J1, JB, etc),
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Function

Description
but they are listed within the Class in whatever order they are in the
current screen list.
Points Order: A list of all competitors in ascending order of their points
for the event selected in the Header screen.
Current Order: A listing of competitors in whatever order they appear
in the current screen list.
With all Points: A listing of competitors, with their DH, SL, GS, and SG
points, in whatever order they are in the current screen list.
Note: The Current Order list function can be quite useful for registration
at NCD-OSZ events. For example, the competitors list can be
sorted by Bib, then Club in the competitors screen, following
which you can print a Current Order list that the race
administration people can use to organize bib bags, keep track of
fees paid, etc.
Intermediate
Reports

Used for events with intermediate timing and/or speed traps.

Other

Race Results with Ranks
Produces a results report with the racers’ rankings in each run and overall
shown in brackets following the time. (See example, Appendix 1, page 82)
Results by Class
Produces a special report, (unofficial) that presents the results by Class
(U18,U16, U14, etc.). This utility is useful for identifying podium winners in
events such as junior races where medals or prizes are awarded by class.
(See example, Appendix 1, page 83.)
Note: When producing this report, the user will be asked whether
the report will include time only or times and ranks - normally
Only Times is selected.
Results by Best Time
Produces a report based on better of the 1st Run and 2nd Run: if the
athlete has a 1st run time of 46.67 and a 2nd run time of 45,01, the 2nd run
time is used.
Financial Report
Used for race administration. Provides a summary of the status of
registration fees.
Notes Report
Used for race administration. Provides a report listing the “notes,” if any,
entered on the competitor records.
Seed Cards
Produces labels that can be used when a draw board is used to establish a
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Description
1st run start order.
Quota Report
Produces a summary report of the number of registered competitors by
team.
TD Result Audit Report
The document produced when this function is selected (see example in
Appendix A, page ), says:
The goal of this report is to show where the results came
from and highlight possible problems. Every time a result is
created or changed an audit entry is added for that result.
Each result may have up to 20 entries but typically will
have just one. The results with more than one audit entry
are of most interest and so are listed here in full. This way
the history related to that result may be inspected.

Other
Options

Automatically
Assign Bibs /
Start Numbers

Completes a 1st run draw based on the parameters identified in the
following popup.

After clicking Yes, the user is asked to select the first bib number to be
assigned and to clear the check marks from any missing bibs (#7 in this
example).
Note: Most ACA alpine events involve a women’s race and a men’s race.
If there a full set of bibs for each race, the First Bib number will be
1 for both races. If a single set of bibs is being used, as in the
example below, bibs #1 through 52 might be assigned to the
women’s race. In such a case, the First Bib for the men’s race
would have to be 56 or higher (see examples below).
Once the first bib and missing bib data is entered, the application
completes the draw, assigns the bib and start numbers and puts the
competitors in their start order in preparation for printing the start list and
timing the race.
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Function

Description

Bibs

Reassign
Deletes assigned bib numbers and replaces them based on the selections
made in the Assign Bibs popup (see above).
Clear
Deletes all the assigned bib numbers.

Start Numbers

Reassign From 1
Reassigns the start numbers from 1 based on the Competitors screen list
order, however determined.
Set Manually
Allows the user to amend the start number for individual bib numbers.
Caution: This function does not monitor for duplicates. For this reason, it is
necessary to keep notes of the changes you make and to double check the
lists before proceeding.
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Function

Description

An alternative to this method of changing the start order without redrawing the start list is to use Move (see page 21) to amend the start
order, then use Start Number, Reassign From 1…
Clear
Deletes all the assigned start numbers.
Enter Times
(Elapsed)

Facilitates manual entry of elapsed times in circumstances where an
electronic link to a timer is not available.

Enter Time of
Day

Facilitates manual entry of time of day (TOD) data in circumstances where
an electronic link to a timer is not available.

Snow Seed

Draws six (6) or more competitors for the snow seed (The number is
determined by the Jury). The competitors in the snow seed are identified
by the asterisk next to their start number.

Clear Times

Removes all times and timing data from the file. CAUTION: The data
cannot be recovered!!

Reload Points
from Point List

Updates the competitors’ points from the ACA or FIS points list selected on
the Factors and Lists screen, see page 35. When the option is taken it
opens a screen to select if all competitor data should be reloaded or just
the points. Normally, you would only update the points.

EET (Electronic
Equiv Times)

Calculates the EET for a racer(s) from system B or hand timing TOD’s when
the electronic system(s) fails using the following steps:
1. Run: Identify whether the time was missed in run 1 or 2 so that the
application retrieves and stores data and reports results accurately.
2. Number of EETs needed: Identify the number of racers who missed
times - The tool will calculate EETs for up to three(3) competitors at
one time, provided the three started and finished one after the other.
3. Hand Times or System B: Identify whether the timing data that will be
entered is from hand timing or system B.
4. Start & Fin TOD or Elapsed: Identify whether you will be entering TOD
or elapsed times. Normally, Start & Fin TOD data is used.
5. Enter the bib # of the racer(s) with the missing time, press the Tab key
and spaces for entering the bib #s for the 5 racers that finished just
before and the 5 racers finished just after the missing time will appear.
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Description

6. Identify the 10 racers from timing log, the hand timing or the finish
referee records and enter their bibs numbers.
7. Enter the start and finish TODs from hand timing or system B, as
appropriate.
8. Print a copy of the EET report for review and audit the data entered
(see sample printout in Appendix 1, page 87).
9. Once the data is confirmed, click Apply EET to Competitors and OK.
10. If the EET data is modified for any reason, click Apply EET to
Competitors again so that the results of the change will be reflected in
the results.
Send SkiData Files

See page 11.
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Header Screen

Note: All information has to be separately inserted for men and again for women: the data is not
automatically copied over from one gender to another.
You can switch between “men” and “women” by:
a) Clicking on “File,” then Change Sex;
b) Using CTRL+S; or
c) Clicking on the status field at the bottom-middle of the window.
Note: If you select “Super Combined,” the configuration of this screen will automatically change to
provide spaces on the right to enter course information for second “run.”
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Field

Instructions

Race Name

Enter the name assigned to the race. It is suggested that the name include the age
group: I2, K1, K2, or Junior.
Note: There is no need to include the gender and type of event (GS, SL,
etc.) here, because the software will automatically add that
information to all reports.

Discipline

Select Alpine.

Event

Select the appropriate event. This ensures that the reports are properly labelled
and that the right F-factor is used for penalty calculations in scored races.

Race Level

Select ACA for ACA national points and local races.

Scored

If the race is going to be reported for national ACA points, check Scored. If a race
is “scored,” the application will calculate race and penalty points and include that
information in the results reports.

Race Date

Select the date when the race will be held.

# in Top Seed

1. For ACA national points and FIS races, set the # in Top Seed to 15.
2. For local races, where the start order for the first run is based on a random
draw (e.g., I2 and K1), set the # in Top Seed to equal the number of
competitors entered in the race.

# to Reverse in 2nd
Run

Set this number to 30 for K2 and Junior national points races.
Note: It is possible that the jury will decide to change this to 15 the morning of
the race, so it is best to confirm the number with the Chief of Race after
the Coaches meeting.

Race Fee

This field is used by race administrators who are using Split Second as a race
management tool.

ACA Code

For ACA points races, enter the eight-digit Codex number assigned to the race by
ACA (eg. NAT11.0234). To find the Codex for an event go to www.acapoints.ca/,
“Race Codex / Results” and browse / search for the race. NOTE:
Codex numbers are not required for I2, K1 or other races that are not scored.

FIS Code

For FIS races, enter the Codex number assigned to the race by FIS: Go to the FIS
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Field

Instructions
Calendar at www.fis-ski.com/uk/fiscalendarresults/fiscalendar.html
Note: This field does not appear in the when ACA has been selected in the Race
Level field of the Header screen (see page 32).

ACA Penalty to
Apply

This is normally set to None. Data is entered if the penalty calculation is done
manually or using an application other than Split Second.

FIS Penalty to Apply

This is normally set to None. Data is entered if the penalty calculation is done
manually or using an application other than Split Second.
Note: This field does not appear when ACA has been selected in the Race Level
field of the Header screen (see page 32).

Course Name

Enter the name(s) of the run(s) on which the event is being held.
Note: If the course is homologated, use the name appearing on the
homologation documents.

Start Elevation

This information is not always available and is not mandatory for OSZ-NCD races,
but should be entered is possible.
If the course is homologated, these data will appear on the homologation
documents, otherwise check with the Chief of Race or Race Administrator.

Finish Elevation

Note: If the measurement data is in only feet, the application will convert the
measurement to meters if the user enters the number of feet
immediately followed by an “f.” For example, if the measurement is 1200
feet, enter “1200f” and the number will be converted to 366.
Homologation Nr.

If the course is homologated, the number will appear on the homologation
documents. Check with the Chief of Race or Race Administrator.

Line at Bottom of
Reports

Insert any information you wish! Maximum length is 90 characters in one (1) line.

State or Province

Insert the two-letter abbreviation for the race club’s province, e.g., ON for
Ontario and QC for Quebec.

Division

Enter the name of the ACA division that sanctioned the event, e.g., “National
Capital Division” or “Outaouais Ski Zone.”

Club Name

As appropriate.

Ski Area Name

As appropriate.

Timing

Select the make and model of the system “A” timing device from the drop down
list, or type in the make and model, .e.g., ALGE S4.
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Factors/ Lists Screen

Field

Instructions

F Factor

Ensure that the F factor for the event is accurate. The F factor values for each type of
event are published on the ACA Points website (www.acapoints.ca): click on “Points
Rules” and scroll down.
Note:

Category Adder

The F factors can be set as default values, see page 6.

No adder is needed for ACA points races!
For FIS races, retrieve the Z values are published on the FIS website; Go to www.fisski.com/uk/disciplines/alpineskiing/fispoints.html and click on “Link to 1st page”
near the top of the page.

Correction Value
(Z)

Set this field to “0.00” for all ACA races.

Max Seed Points

ACA: Enter the maximum or “fill-in” seed points (500) for ACA national points races
here. The number is published on the ACA Points website (www.acapoints.ca). Click
on “Points Rules” and scroll down to “Penalty Calculations.”

For FIS races, retrieve the Z values are published on the FIS website; Go to www.fisski.com/uk/disciplines/alpineskiing/fispoints.html and click on “Link to 1st page”
near the top of the page.
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Field

Instructions
Note: The fill-in points can be set as default values, see page 6.
FIS: Not needed for ACA national points races! The values are published on the FIS
website; Go www.fis-ski.com/uk/disciplines/alpineskiing/fispoints.html and click on
“Link to 1st page” near the top of the page.

Alpine Points List
Used for this Race
- ACA

Select the appropriate list (male or female; date) from the drop down list. If a
current points list is not found in the drop down list, follow the steps outlined under
Load Points List, on page 10.

Alpine Points List
Used for this Race
- FIS

Not used for ACA national points races!
If a FIS list is required, use the download tool in Split Second while connected to the
Internet. Click on Download Points List, select Download, and click OK. When a list
of available files is shown, select the most recent FIS file, e.g., flx709.zip, and click
OK.
Note: To ensure that the FIS list you are using is in effect for the date of your race,
go to www.fis-ski.com/uk/disciplines/alpineskiing/fispoints.html where the lists and
their effective dates are identified. Also, click on “Link to 1st page” near the top of
the page and download the first page for list you will be using.

Officials

There are no “Officials Lists” suitable for use in this application, so this field can be
ignored.

Officials… Screen
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Note: The Officials information entered for one gender can be copied to the other gender by clicking
on the Copy buttons.
Field

Instructions

Name

At a minimum, insert the names of the TD, Chief of Race, Referee, and the course
setters as this information is included in the results posted on the ACA web page.
Note: The common format for the names of officials is I. LAST (Affiliation
abbreviation) and you can enter lower case letters. For example, g.
smith(vor) becomes G. SMITH (VOR).
If you enter only the officials initial and last name, the application adds
(CAN), i.e., g. smith becomes G. SMITH (CAN)

ACA Number

The ACA abbreviations for the NCD and OSZ clubs are:
CALAB Calabogie Ski Racing Club
FORTU Camp Fortune Ski Club
DESC Club de ski La Descente
MARIE Club Mont Ste Marie
EDEL Edelweiss Valley Alpine Racing Team
CASCA Mont Cascades Race Club
UOV Upper Ottawa Valley
VORLA Vorlage Race Club
ACA numbers for officials are not available.
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Run Data Screen

Note: This screen has to be completed the day of the race. It can be updated as the information
becomes available through the day, or at the end of the day, before the results and reports are
printed for the TD.
Field

Instructions

Weather

Enter one or two words that concisely describe the visibility conditions the day of
race. Common examples are:
SUNNY
FOGGY
LIGHT SNOW
OVERCAST
BLOWING SNOW

Snow

CLOUDY
INTERMITTENT CLOUD
HEAVY SNOW
RAINING

Enter one or two words that concisely describe the condition of the snow on the
race course the day of race. Common examples are:
SOFT
ICE-PACKED

Temp. Start

HARD PACKED
GRANULAR

Enter the temperature, in Celsius, at the start area, or the posted morning
temperature for the ski area.
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Field

Instructions
Note: Normally, just assume that the start and finish temperatures are the same.

Temp. Finish

Enter the temperature, in Celsius, at the finish area, or the posted morning
temperature for the ski area.

Start Time

Enter the announced start time for the first racer (not the forerunners) in Run 1
and Run 2 in a two-run race.

Number of gates

Enter the number of gates for the course. This information can be obtained from
the tag on the last gate on the hill, the chief of gate judges, or the last gate judge
on the hill.

Number of
Direction Changes

Enter the number of gates in the course that required the racer to change
direction. If the chief of gate judges doesn’t have this information, ask the course
setter or referee how many “delays” (gates that the racers passes through
without changing direction) are in the course and subtract that number from the
number of gates.

Forerunners

Note: The common format for the names is I. LAST (NAT). If you have selected
the Automatically Capitalize option under the menu tab Edit-Options, you can
enter lower case letters. For example, g. smith (vorla) becomes G. SMITH
(VORLA).
If you enter only the officials initial and last name, the application automatically
adds (CAN), i.e., g. smith becomes G. SMITH (CAN)

Intermediate/Speed Traps Screen
This screen is used to set up intermediate timers and speed traps. Note: These applications are not used
for OSZ-NCD races.

Live Timing Screen
The following text is a copy of the “Instructions” for using this function that are available by clicking the
How to use Live Timing on the screen.
If your computer can be connected to the Internet, you can have your race viewable online!
Your race will be on the web site: www.Live-Timing.com
It's very simple to do, but there are a few things you need to be aware of:
Once the information on [Live Timing Screen] is filled in and your race is registered at
Live-Timing.com any changes you make to the competitor data will be reflected on the
web site. This happens transparently, but you need to be aware of what is online.
Presenting accurate and complete data is VERY IMPORTANT.
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While timing the race the data is sent whenever anything happens (start, finish, dnf etc.).
You time the race as you normally would and the data is sent automatically. This allows
viewers to see the results immediately. But, it also allows them to see any errors until
they're corrected. This is exactly the same situation as other unofficial methods of
presenting results such as a line displays (scoreboards), posting board or even by an
announcer.
People are accustomed to seeing errors in sports data from time to time but they expect
them to be corrected quickly. There is, understandably, a close correlation between how
quickly errors are corrected and how accepting people are of those corrected results.
It's important to remember that the results for a Ski Race often change after the timing
is completed. This could be for things such as DSQs or a jury decision over a provisional
re-run.
In addition to relying on the data at Live-Timing being updated as you make changes
within the software there is a button on the Live-Timing tab (this screen) to "Upload All
Competitors". This button is only visible once the race is registered. It will clear out all
the competitor data on Live-Timing.com for your race and upload it again all in one go in
its current state. When you use this button you will see it counting down the lines of data
being sent at the bottom of the screen.
You should not close the software or your Internet connection until this count gets to
zero!
It is STRONGLY RECOMMENDED you use the "Upload All Competitors" button after
timing a run and after any important changes have been made to the results to ensure
that the web site accurately reflects the race.
It is also recommended that you look at, or watch, your race at Live-Timing.com yourself
to ensure the web site accurately represents the race, especially once the race is
complete.
Messages:
Once your race is registered another button will be visible called "Other Options" with a drop
down menu. This menu includes an option to "send a message". If your race is registered you'll
see a button on the timing screen for this too. These options allow you to send a message that
comes up at the top of the race on Live-Timing.com. It's an excellent way to keep everyone
informed. If there's a delay because of weather, put a message up explaining. If there's a hold for
course repair, put a message up…
It's simple to do, keeps everyone well informed, and makes you, and your resort or club, look very
professional!
Attached Reports:
In addition to the Live data going to the web site, you can also post reports. These are called
"Attached Reports". Simply create the report using the options in the software, and when the
report is visible on the screen (preview page) click on the button at the bottom to "Attach to LiveTiming". You'll be asked to specify a name for the report and then the report will be sent to the
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web site. As with the "Upload all Competitors" option you'll see the number of lines counting
down as the report is sent. Don't close the software until this gets to zero.
Attaching reports is another way to look professional and keep viewers informed. Any number of
reports may be attached.
Tip: You can actually edit any report while it's on the preview screen before sending it as an
Attached Report to Live-Timing.com. You could even create a report, and then once it's on
preview delete the entire thing and type in, or paste, whatever you want. Using this technique
you could attach minutes from a meeting, or a schedule for a multi-race series etc.
If a report needs to be un-attached (deleted) it can be done via the "Other Options" menu on the
Live-Timing tab of the software.

Toolbox
Toolbox is a separate appliction (it requires a second licence and sofftware key) that interfaces with
SpliSecond’s timing/race management software via a network. The Splitsecond website says that
Toolbox allows people, such as announcers, at a networked cumputer:
To view basic header information.
To view and sort the competitor list and see detailed competitor information.
To see the full timing screen including the competitor in start gate, competitors on course,
recently finished and leaders. The timing screen can be resized and all aspects of the screen
adjust for optimal viewing or for clearer display via TV or projector.
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Part 3 – Setting up a Race
This section provides step-by step guidance for:
entering competitor data,
preparing start lists for a range of race formats; and
producing a variety of results reports.

Entering Competitor Information
The information for each of the competitors is entered through the Competitors screen using one of
three methods:
1. Entering the information by hand;
2. Selecting entries from the ACA points list; and/or
3. Importing entries from a comma- or tab-separated file.

Hand Entry
In the Competitors window, click on Insert to reach the screen to enter the required racer data.
If you are entering competitor information from a hard copy list, the only fields that need to be filled in
at this stage are: ACA Number, if the race will be scored; Name; Year of Birth; Club (see note below);
Class and ACA Points for the appropriate type of event if the race will be scored for national points.
Note: The ACA abbreviations for the NCD and OSZ clubs are:
CALAB
FORTU
DESC
MARIE
EDEL
CASCA
UOV
VORLA

Calabogie Ski Racing Club
Camp Fortune Ski Club
Club de ski La Descente
Club Mont Ste Marie
Edelweiss Valley Alpine Racing Team
Mont Cascades Race Club
Upper Ottawa Valley
Vorlage Race Club
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The Amount Paid and Note fields are used if your race organization is going to use Split Second to help
with the collection of registration fees and other administrative tasks.

Selection from ACA List
If you have loaded a ACA list (see page 35), you can select individual competitors from that list by
clicking on Insert, then starting to type the competitor’s last name in the Name field. As you type, a list
of possible names appears (see example below). The more of the name you enter, the fewer names will
appear in the list.

Once you have located the name of the competitor, “Robert Capes” by way of example, click on his
name and his data will be entered:

Once you have confirmed that this is the competitor you wanted to enter, click Insert Next and search
for and enter the next competitor. When all the racers have been entered, click OK to return to the
Competitors screen where you can review the list, etc.
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Importing
The third way to enter competitor information is to import it from a CVS file that you have created
yourself, or downloaded from another source. See page 2 for a review of the import procedures.

Preparing Start Lists
The first run start order for FIS and ACA point races is determined by the following rules:
The start numbers of the 15 best competitors, those with the lowest points, are randomly
drawn.
If two or more competitors are tied for the 15th spot, the number of competitors in the
randomly drawn group is increased accordingly.
All the remaining competitors start in ascending order of their points, with the start order of
ties determined by random draw.
The start order of some events, such as Nancy Greene and club leagues, may be determined by special
start order rules.
The following describe the Split Second procedures for creating start lists for standard and some special
races. The suggested procedures assume that all the competitor data and the necessary Header and
other information have been entered. They also assume that the event will include a women’s race and
a men’s race.
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First Run List for Standard FIS (Hand Draw)
The ICR’s recommend the first run start order be done by a simultaneous manual draw of the start
number and the name of the competitor. Normally, the draw is done at the end of team
captains’/coaches’ meeting, after a roll call of competitors.
The following are suggested procedures for setting up the start lists for a FIS event where the start order
is determined by a manual draw. DO NOT use the Automatically Assign Bibs/Start Numbers:
1. Before the roll call begins, go to the women’s Competitors screen.
2. Click Report, Competitor Lists, then Points Order. Select Nat/Year on results for FIS event or
Club/Year on results for others, click OK, No, and Print. (An example of the first page of a Points
Order report is included in Appendix 1, page 73.)
3. Go to the men’s Competitors screen and repeat step 2.
4. During the roll call, record any additions and scratches/pulls to ensure the accuracy of the
competitors list.
5. Record the draw results - the bib and start number for each of the competitors in the top seed
and for any point ties.
6. Go to the women’s Competitors screen.
7. Update the entries based on the roll call notes.
8. Click Sort, FIS Points, and Ascending.
9. Use the Move function (see page 21) to place the competitors in the top seed and any ties in
their start order based on the draw.
10. Click Other Options, Start Numbers, and Assign from 1…, and OK.
11. Click Other Options, Bibs, and Reassign.
12. Identify the First Bib number for the women’s race and uncheck missing bibs and click OK.
13. Print the 1st Run start list (see page 22).
14. Go to the men’s Competitor screen and repeat steps 7-13.

First Run List for Standard FIS or ACA Race (Computer Draw)
Preparing for a points race, one that conforms with the ICR start order rules and uses a computer draw,
is straightforward:
1.

Go to the women’s file.

2. Go to the Header screen and set the # in Top Seed field to 15.
3. Go to the Competitors screen, click on Other Options, then Automatically Assign Bibs/Start
Numbers.
4. Click OK at the Confirm popup.
5. At the Assign Bibs screen, enter the appropriate number in the First Bib field (see page 27).
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6. Clear the check marks from any missing bibs.
7. Click OK. (The application will make the draw and return you to the Competitors screen
8. Click Report, 1st Run, and Start List.
9. At the Confirm popup, click Yes to Include Club/Quota so that each competitor’s club affiliation
is identified in the list. Normally this information is not included for FIS races, but is included for
most national and regional events.
10. Print and/or Save the women’s 1st run start list.
11. Go to the men’s file and repeat steps 2 to 10.

First Run Start Lists for Back-to-back Points Races
Events that involve two races on consecutive days, for example a Slalom on Saturday and a GS on
Sunday, and that expect the competitors to use the same bib numbers both days, impose some extra
demands on the people preparing start lists. Not only is it necessary to prepare the draws for the GS
races on Sunday without using the Automatically Assign Bibs/Start Numbers function, you often have
to deal with the reality that some competitors will participate in the SL, but not the GS races, and vice
versa.
The following is one approach to using Split Second to prepare the 1st run start lists for the Slalom, then
the GS s without reassigning bib numbers:
1. As soon as the registrations have been confirmed, prepare the women’s and men’s start lists for
the first day’s race, in this case a Slalom, using the procedures for a standard points race (see
above, page 44).
2. Save the Slalom race file and use Save As, or Copy Race, to rename it and save it as the race file
for the GS.
3. In the GS file, go to the women’s race
4. Go the Header screen and make the necessary changes. At a minimum, you will have to change
the information in the following fields:
Event (Change from Slalom to Giant Slalom)
Race Date; and
ACA Code.
5. Go to the men’s race and repeat step 4.
6. Save the file.
7. Once you have confirmed the registrations for the GS and identified any additions and/or
scratches, open the GS file and go women’s race.
8. Find and Hide any scratched competitors.
9. Insert any additional competitors giving each of them an unassigned bib number. For example, if
bib numbers 1-52 are already assigned to women competitors and numbers 60- 121 are
assigned to the men, two additional women could be given bib numbers 53 and 54 and men bib
# 122 and above.
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10. Go to the Competitors screen, click on Other Options, Reload Points from Points Lists, confirm
that you want points reassigned by clicking Yes. The application will inform you that the task is
finished. Click Yes. (This step ensures that the competitors are assigned GS points, not SL
points.)
11. Click Report, Competitor Lists, Points Order, select Club/Year on results, click OK, and No.
12. Print the list and review the report to:
Confirm that entries are complete and accurate; and
Identify any point ties.
13. If there were any errors or omissions, make the necessary corrections.
14. Click Sort, ACA Points or FIS Points, as appropriate, then Ascending.
15. Click Other Options, Start Numbers, Clear, then Yes.
16. Select the top seed (15 lowest points, plus any ties for 15th place), click Sort, then Random.
17. Select groups of ties, if any, among competitors outside of the top seed. Click Sort, then
Random.
18. Click Other Options, Start Numbers, and Assign from 1…, and OK.
19. Click Report, 1st Run, and Start List.
20. At the Confirm popup, indicate whether you want the competitors’ club affiliations identified in
the list. Normally this information is not included for FIS races, but is included for most national
and regional events.
21. Print and/or Save the women’s 1st run start list.
22. Go to the men’s file and repeat steps 8 to 21.

Bachlada - One Race/Two Run Event
In the OSZ-NCD Series, K1 events consist of a normal two run race with the start orders for the runs
determined as follows:
1st run - a random draw of all competitors;
2nd run - the bottom half of the first run start list start first, followed by the top half (see
example).
SAMPLE BACHLADA START LIST
K1 GIRLS ~ SLALOM
RUN 1
RUN 2
Bib Competitor
Club
Bib Competitor
1
ROSE April
OSC
11 TURCOTTE Jeanne
2
ELIIOT Carol
CASCA
12 LEBLANC Nicole
3
BUSH Allexa
FORTU
13 MASSEY Michelle
4
MCMDONALD Brenda OSC
14 PEDERSON Katie
5
KELLSY Anne
CASCA
15 BEAULIEU Anne
6
SMITH Susan
OSC
16 CHESTER June
7
BROWN Cathy
FORTU
17 GREEN Betty
8
CAMPBELL Cindy
OSC
18 WHITESIDE Tiffany
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Club
VORLA
FORTU
OSC
CALAB
FORTU
FORTU
CALAB
FORTU

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

PATRON Kelly
ALEXANDER Suzette
TURCOTTE Jeanne
LEBLANC Nicole
MASSEY Michelle
PEDERSON Katie
BEAULIEU Anne
CHESTER June
GREEN Betty
WHITESIDE Tiffany
LAFERME Madelaine
SMYTHE Glenda
BEATON Lucy

CASCA
OSC
VORLA
FORTU
OSC
CALAB
FORTU
FORTU
CALAB
FORTU
FORTU
FORTU
MARIE

19
20
21
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

LAFERME Madelaine
SMYTHE Glenda
BEATON Lucy
ROSE April
ELIIOT Carol
BUSH Allexa
MCMDONALD Brenda
KELLSY Anne
SMITH Susan
BROWN Cathy
CAMPBELL Cindy
PATRON Kelly
ALEXANDER Suzette

FORTU
FORTU
MARIE
OSC
CASCA
FORTU
OSC
CASCA
OSC
FORTU
OSC
CASCA
OSC

The following are suggested steps for producing start lists and race files for a two-race I2 event.
1. Create a race file and enter the required Header and competitor information for an un-scored
race. Among other things, this means that you will not have to load a national points file.
2. Once the file is created and saved, go to the women’s race Header screen.
3. Change the #in the Top Seed field to equal the number of competitors in the race. This number
is identified in the middle section of the information/status panel at the bottom of the Split
Second window.)
4. Click Other Options, then Automatically Assigns Bibs/Start Numbers.
5. Enter the First Bib number for the set of bibs assigned to the girls, clear the check mark next to
identify any missing bib’s in the set, and click OK.
6. Click File, Export, identify the fields Bib, Full Name and Club/Quota in Fields to Export list (see
page 3), click OK, name the CVS file, which will be used to prepare a girls start list for the event
using your spreadsheet and/or word processor, click Save and OK.
7. Go to the men’s race and repeat steps 1-6, with appropriate adjustments.
8. Click File, Save.
9. Use the data exported to the CVS file to prepare the start list in a spreadsheet or word
processor.

Bachlada (Two Race/Four Run Event)
In the OSZ-NCD Series, I2 events consist of two races comprising 4 runs. The first race is made up of
run 1 and run 3, while the second race is made up of run 2 and run 4.
The start orders for these events are determined as follows:
1st run - a random draw of all competitors;
2nd run - the bottom half of the first run start list start first, followed by the top half (see
example below).
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SAMPLE BACHLADA START LIST
GIRLS ~ SLALOM
RUN 1
RUN 2
Bib Competitor
Club
Bib Competitor
1
ROSE April
OSC
11 TURCOTTE Jeanne
2
ELIIOT Carol
CASCA
12 LEBLANC Nicole
3
BUSH Allexa
FORTU
13 MASSEY Michelle
4
MCMDONALD Brenda OSC
14 PEDERSON Katie
5
KELLSY Anne
CASCA
15 BEAULIEU Anne
6
SMITH Susan
OSC
16 CHESTER June
7
BROWN Cathy
FORTU
17 GREEN Betty
8
CAMPBELL Cindy
OSC
18 WHITESIDE Tiffany
9
PATRON Kelly
CASCA
19 LAFERME Madelaine
10 ALEXANDER Suzette OSC
20 SMYTHE Glenda
11 TURCOTTE Jeanne
VORLA
21 BEATON Lucy
12 LEBLANC Nicole
FORTU
1
ROSE April
13 MASSEY Michelle
OSC
2
ELIIOT Carol
14 PEDERSON Katie
CALAB
3
BUSH Allexa
15 BEAULIEU Anne
FORTU
4
MCMDONALD Brenda
16 CHESTER June
FORTU
5
KELLSY Anne
17 GREEN Betty
CALAB
6
SMITH Susan
18 WHITESIDE Tiffany FORTU
7
BROWN Cathy
19 LAFERME Madelaine FORTU
8
CAMPBELL Cindy
20 SMYTHE Glenda
FORTU
9
PATRON Kelly
21 BEATON Lucy
MARIE
10 ALEXANDER Suzette

Club
VORLA
FORTU
OSC
CALAB
FORTU
FORTU
CALAB
FORTU
FORTU
FORTU
MARIE
OSC
CASCA
FORTU
OSC
CASCA
OSC
FORTU
OSC
CASCA
OSC

3rd run - the first run start order for each group is inverted; and
4th run - the bottom half of the 3rd run start list start first, followed by the top half (see example)
SAMPLE BACHLADA START LIST
GIRLS ~ SLALOM
RUN 3
RUN 4
Bib Competitor
Club
Bib Competitor
21 BEATON Lucy
MARIE
10 ALEXANDER Suzette
20 SMYTHE Glenda
FORTU
9
PATRON Kelly
19 LAFERME Madelaine FORTU
8
CAMPBELL Cindy
18 WHITESIDE Tiffany FORTU
7
BROWN Cathy
17 GREEN Betty
CALAB
6
SMITH Susan
16 CHESTER June
FORTU
5
KELLSY Anne
15 BEAULIEU Anne
FORTU
4
MCMDONALD Brenda
14 PEDERSON Katie
CALAB
3
BUSH Allexa
13 MASSEY Michelle
OSC
2
ELIIOT Carol
12 LEBLANC Nicole
FORTU
1
ROSE April
11 TURCOTTE Jeanne
VORLA
21 BEATON Lucy
10 ALEXANDER Suzette OSC
20 SMYTHE Glenda
9
PATRON Kelly
CASCA
19 LAFERME Madelaine
8
CAMPBELL Cindy
OSC
18 WHITESIDE Tiffany
7
BROWN Cathy
FORTU
17 GREEN Betty
6
SMITH Susan
OSC
16 CHESTER June
5
KELLSY Anne
CASCA
15 BEAULIEU Anne
4
MCMDONALD Brenda OSC
14 PEDERSON Katie
3
BUSH Allexa
FORTU
13 MASSEY Michelle
2
ELIIOT Carol
CASCA
12 LEBLANC Nicole
1
ROSE April
OSC
11 TURCOTTE Jeanne
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Club
OSC
CASCA
OSC
FORTU
OSC
CASCA
OSC
FORTU
CASCA
OSC
MARIE
FORTU
FORTU
FORTU
CALAB
FORTU
FORTU
CALAB
OSC
FORTU
VORLA

The following are suggested steps for producing start lists and race files for a two-race I2 event.
10. Create a race file identified as Race 1 and enter the required Header and competitor
information for an un-scored race. Among other things, this means that you will not have to
load a national points file.
11. Once the Race 1 file is created and saved, go to the women’s race Header screen.
12. Change the #in the Top Seed field to equal the number of competitors in the race. This number
is identified in the middle section of the information/status panel at the bottom of the Split
Second window.)
13. Click Other Options, then Automatically Assigns Bibs/Start Numbers.
14. Enter the First Bib number for the set of bibs assigned to the girls, clear the check mark next to
identify any missing bib’s in the set, and click OK.
15. Click File, Export, identify the fields Bib, Full Name and Club/Quota in Fields to Export list (see
page 3), click OK, name the CVS file, which will be used to prepare a girls start list for the event
using your spreadsheet and/or word processor, click Save and OK.
16. Go to the men’s race and repeat steps 1-6, with appropriate adjustments.
17. Click File, Save.
18. Click File, Save As, revise the file name to identify it as Race 2.
19. Go to the women’s race file.
20. Make the necessary changes to the Header screen.
21. Go to the men’s race file.
22. The application will ask whether you want to include Club/Quota data.
23. Click File, Save.
24. Use the data exported to the CVS files to prepare the start list in a spreadsheet or word
processor.

First and Second Run List for Standard Race based on Categories
The following describes procedures for producing a start list for an event where two categories of racers
will participate in the same race, but each category will start within a first run group seeded by points
and a standard flip 30 second run group established for each category separately. In this example, the
categories are K2 and Junior (JA & JB), and the K2 group starts before the Junior.
NOTE: In this example, the categories are based on the classes (K2, etc). Variations on the
following procedures could be used to create start lists with categories based on year of birth,
club, or team.
First Run Start List
1. Create and save the race file, enter all the required header and other information, and add the
competitors, making sure that the Class field for each competitor is accurately filled.
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2. Go to the Competitors screen in the women’s race.
3. Click Sort, Class, and Ascending.
4. Select all JA and JB competitors, click Hide. Only K2 women will remain in the active list.
Note: If you wanted the Junior group to start before the K2 group, you would begin by
hiding the K2’s at this point.
5. Click Other Options, then Automatically Assigns Bibs/Start Numbers, Yes, enter “1” in the First
Bib field, clear the check marks of any missing bibs, click OK.
6. Make a note of the last bib number assigned to the K2 women (53 in this example).
7. Click Expose, OK.
8. Select the K2 competitors, click Hide. Only JA & JB women will remain in the active list.
9. Click Other Options, then Automatically Assigns Bibs/Start Numbers, Yes, enter a number
greater than the last number assigned to the K2 women (54 in this example) in the First Bib
field, clear the check marks of any missing bibs, click OK.
10. Make a note of the last bib number assigned to the JA & JB women (88 in this example).
11. Click Expose, OK, Sort, Bib, Ascending.
12. Click Other Options, Start Numbers, Reassign from 1…, then OK.
13. Click Report, 1st Run, Start List, Yes, then Print.
14. Go to men’s race, Competitors screen.
15. Repeat steps 3-13 with appropriate adjustments in assigning the first bib number for each
category.
Second Run Start List
1. Once all 1st run DSQ’s have been entered and the Race Data and other technical information has
been updated, go to the women’s race, Competitors screen.
2. Go to Edit, Options and deselect Automatically Sort when generating reports.
3. Go to the Competitors screen, click Sort, Class, and Ascending.
4. Select all K2 competitors, click Hide.
5. Click on Report, 2nd Run, Start List, click Yes in response to “Sort First?”, then click Yes or No to
include or exclude DNFs and DSQs depending on the jury’s direction.
6. In the Print Preview window, click Cancel.
7. Click Expose, OK.
8. Select all JA & JB competitors, click Hide.
9. Click on Report, 2nd Run, Start List, click Yes in response to “Sort First?”, then click Yes to
include, or No to exclude, DNFs and DSQs depending on the jury’s direction.
10. In the Print Preview window, click Cancel.
11. Click Expose, OK, which re-inserts the JA & JB competitors.
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12. Select and Hide the DNS’s.
13. Save the file.
14. Click on Report, 2nd Run, Start List, but this time click No in response to “Sort First?”, then click
Yes to include, or No to exclude, DNFs and DSQs depending on the jury’s direction.
15. In the Print Preview window, click Print.
16. Go to men’s race, Competitors screen.
17. Repeat steps 3-15.
18. Go to Edit, Options and select Automatically Sort when generating reports.

Producing Results Reports
The following describes the Split Second procedures for producing results for medal presentations and
for reporting for FIS and ACA points and to local websites. The suggested procedures assume that all the
competitor data and the necessary Header and other information have been entered.

Medal Results for Standard Races
This type of results report is used for regular I2, K1 and K2 events in the OSZ-NCD Series.
1. Open the race file, go to the women’s race, Competitors screen.
2. Ensure that all DSQs have been entered, all EET and other timing “corrections” were made, and
header and other technical data have been updated.
3. Click Report, then Race Results.
4. In the popup, for K2 or other scored races, select Official, Club/Year on Results, Bib number on
results, and Include Penalty Report; for I2, KI or other unscored races, select Official, Club/Year
on Results, Bib number on results - the Include Penalty Report option will not be shown.
5. Click OK.
6. In the Print Preview window, click Print.
7. Go to the men’s race, Competitors screen.
8. Repeat steps 2 -6 for the men’s results. (See Appendix 1, page 78 for an example of a standard
results report.

Medal Results by Class for Standard Race
This results report format is used for Junior events in the NCD-OSZ Series. The suggested procedures
assume that the accurate JA / JB status information was entered in each competitor’s Class field when
the race file was created.
1. Open the race file, go to the women’s race, Competitors screen.
2. Ensure that all DSQs have been entered, all EET or other timing “corrections” were made, and
header and other technical data have been updated.
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3. Click Report, Other, Results by Class, With Just Times, Yes to have each class reported on a new
page, select Club/Quota on results, click Yes, then Print. (See Appendix 1, page 83 for an
example of a “Results by Class” report.)
4. Go to the men’s race, Competitors screen.
5. Repeat steps 2-3 for the men’s results.

Medal Results by Year of Birth
At some events, such as the OSZ-NCD I2, K1 and K2 championships, the medals are awarded by age
groups. Similarly, at the SQA CJP races, medals are awarded to both the top three racers overall and the
top three 15 year olds. This is the suggested approach to producing year- of- birth results reports.
1. Open the race file,
2. Go to the women’s race.
3. Go the Header screen and deselect Scored.
4. Ensure that all DSQs have been entered, all EET or other timing “corrections” were made, and
header and other technical data have been updated.
5. Go the Competitors screen, click Sort, Combined, and Ascending.
6. Select all the competitors in the list, click Sort, Year of Birth, and Ascending.
7. Select the competitors born in the first year you want to report on.
8. Click Report, then Race Results.
9. In the popup, select Official, Club/Year on Results, and Bib number on results, and click OK.
10. Print the results report for the selected age group.
11. Repeat steps 7-10 for any other year of birth group for which reports are needed.
12. Go to the men’s race.
13. Repeat steps 4 -12.

Combined Results for Two Events
At some events, such as the OSZ-NCD Junior Championship series or the Art Tommy Memorial, medals
are awarded for each race separately, then a third set of medals are awarded to racers with the lowest
total times for the two races. The following is one procedure for calculating the overall medal
placements for two races - a SL held on Saturday and a GS held on Sunday.
The method requires that the competitors be assigned the same bib numbers in the two races as
described above.
Once the SL race is finished and the race results completed:
1. Open the SL race file.
2. Click File, Save As, and give the file an appropriate name identifying it as the overall combined
results and click Save.
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3. Go to the women’s race, Competitors screen.
4. Click Expose, OK. This ensures that all potential competitors are included.
5. Go to the Header screen and deselect Scored.
6. Revise the Race Name to identify the results as “Overall Combined.”
7. Click File, Export, identify the fields Bib and Combined Results in Fields to Export list (see page
3), click OK, name the CVS file to identify it as the SL results for women.
8. Click Other Options, Clear Times
9. Go to the men’s race.
10. Repeat steps 4-8, with appropriate adjustments.
11. Go to the women’s race.
12. Click File, Import, then Import from any Comma or Tab separated file.
13. Browse to locate the CVS file for women created in step 7, select it, and click Open.
14. In the right hand pane, associate Column 1 with Bib, Column 2 with First Run Result.
15. In the left hand pane, select Update (only change imported fields), then click OK.
16. Go to the men’s race.
17. Repeat steps 12-15, with appropriate adjustments.
18. Save the file.
Once the GS race is finished and the race results completed:
19. Open the GS file.
20. Go to the women’s race, Competitors screen.
21. Click Expose, OK. This ensures that all potential competitors are included.
22. Click File, Export, identify the fields Bib and Combined Results in Fields to Export list (see page
3), click OK, name the CVS file to identify it as the GS results for women.
23. Go to the men’s race.
24. Repeat steps 21-22, with appropriate adjustments.
25. Save the GS file and open the “Overall Combined” file.
26. Go to the women’s race.
27. Click File, Import, then Import from any Comma or Tab separated file.
28. Browse to locate the CVS file with the GS results for women created in step 22, select it, and
click Open.
29. In the right hand pane, associate Column 1 with Bib, Column 2 with Second Run Result.
30. In the left hand pane, select Update (only change imported fields), then click OK.
31. Go to the men’s race.
32. Repeat steps 27-30, with appropriate adjustments.
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33. Click on Report, Race Results, select Unofficial, Club/year on results and Bib numbers on
results, then click OK and Print.
34. Save the file.
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Part 4 – Timing a Race
This part of the guide provides an overview of the steps involved in configuring Split Second for timing
using ALGE equipment. It also provides an overview of the functions and tools available under the
Timing screen.

Timer Setup
As soon as the timing equipment is installed and connected to the start gate and finish eyes, go through
the following setup procedure.
1. Click on Timing (Enabled) on the menu.
Note: If the menu item reads Timing (Demo Mode), the Split Second software key (USB or parallel
port) has not been installed properly. In this case, exit Split Second, install or re-install the
key, and open Split Second again.
2. Click on Setup and Test.
3. Go to the Timer screen
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4. Select Serial.
5. Select the number for the Serial Port connecting the timer and the computer.
6. Select the appropriate Timer, in this example, the ALGE Timy.
7. Adjust the start and finish delays in the fields on the right side of the Timer screen. The delay at the
start is intended to avoid false starts that can be caused by a bouncing wand or the starter closing
the wand. A delay of a couple seconds is usually enough for the start. The finish delay is intended to
reduce the number of false finishes from snow tossed up by racers crossing the line. A delay of one
(1) second is usually sufficient for the finish.
8. Test to ensure that the computer is receiving the appropriate pulses by activating the start gate and
finish eyes. If there is no one at the start gate, use a jumper to simulate a start: a paper clip or a
couple of inches of copper wire works well.
If the computer is recognizing the pulses, data from the timer will appear in the two windows at the
bottom of the screen (see example below). The left hand window will identify whether they are
“start” or “finish” pulses; the right hand identifies the raw data from the timer. If a signal from the
start is reported as a finish and vice-versa, check that the cables are connected to the proper inputs
on the timer. If they are, go to Input Mapping and ensure that the right function is assigned to the
appropriate channel.

If the appropriate start and finish data appear, the timer and computer are properly connected and
the equipment is ready for the race.
Note: If you have tested the setup using jumpers, repeat the testing as soon as the start gate and
finish eyes have been connected to ensure that the timer is communicating with the start
gate and finish eyes.

Trouble Shooting Timer Setup
If the test does not produce both start and finish data in the Timer Setup windows, follow these steps.
Note: If you make a change in the setup as a result of any of the following steps, it will be necessary to
exit and restart the program and re-test until you have a positive result.
1. Confirm Timer: Make sure that the right timer and baud rate have been selected.
2. Check connections: Check to see whether the banana plugs are connected to the correct channel
sockets.
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3. Check Serial (COM) Port: Confirm that you have selected the right COM port for the timer. If you are
using a USB-Serial adapter and have any doubts about the COM port being used:
open the Device Manager (click the button in the upper right hand corner of the screen);
expand Ports (COM & LPT);
disconnect, then reconnect the timer’s USB-Serial cable from the USB port on the computer;
make a note of the number of the COM port that is first removed then returned to this list.
This is the number that should be used for the timer in Split Second.
4. Review Input Mapping: Click on Input Mapping to get to a screen that allows you to associate the
start and finish data with specific channels. For example, under normal circumstances, the setup for
the ALGE S4 should look like this:

5. Clear Timer Memory: Ensure that the timer’s memory is not full (Refer to appropriate user manuals
for directions on clearing memory.

ALGE Scoreboard Setup
1. Click on Setup and Test, select the Scoreboard screen
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2. Select the number for the serial port connecting the scoreboard and the computer.
3. Select the appropriate scoreboard and adjust the baud rate if necessary. Note: The default baud
rate for ALGE scoreboards is 2400.
4. Set the Seconds to Freeze on a finisher to at 8 seconds. This setting determines how long the board
will display the last finisher’s time before the switching to show the running time for the next racer.
The value can be adjusted at anytime during the race.
Note: You may want to consult with the people who are recording the times on the Results Board to
ensure that they have enough time to record and confirm the time of each racer.
5. Click on Test Scoreboard to send a test signal to the display. The sequence begins with 11:11:11.11
and continues to 99:99:99.99, then repeats from 00:00:00.00 until Stop Test is clicked

6. If the scoreboard does not respond to the test signal, click Stop Test and review the scoreboard
setup:
a. Check Serial (COM) Port: Confirm that you have selected the right COM port for the
scoreboard. If you are using a USB-Serial adapter and have any doubts about the COM port
being used:
open the Device Manager
expand Ports (COM & LPT)
disconnect, then reconnect the timer’s USB-Serial cable from the USB port on the
computer
note the number of the COM port that is first removed then returned to the list.
If the COM (Serial) port number is different than the number you had entered earlier,
change it to the number identified by the Device Manager, exit and re-start Split Second,
and re-test. If the board works, proceed to step 7, if not, review your board settings.
b. Scoreboard Setting: Close Split Second and check scoreboard settings: the connecting serial
cable; power supply; toggle switches, etc. Note: The settings for the ALGE GAZ boards are:
Cable: Black banana plug to black socket/coloured plug to coloured socket. (Note: If
both banana plugs are black or coloured you may need to experiment.)
Thumb switch: Set to “0”
Toggle Switch: Middle
Connect the power and, if the GAZ4 has a built in power pack, turn power switch to “On.”
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At this point, the scoreboard should display the word “ALGE.” If so, open Split Second and
re-test the board. Note: If the board still does not work, try switching the banana plug
connections on the board and retest.
7. Once the scoreboard is displaying the number sequence during the test, proceed to select the
second run display variables. If neither of the variables are selected, when a racer crosses the finish
line in the second run the scoreboard will display the 2nd run time for half of the Seconds to freeze
and then switch to show the combined time for two runs. This default setup can be changed by
using one or both of the options:
Include 1st run time when displaying 2nd run elapsed: If selected, the scoreboard will display the
combined time for the two runs as a running total, i.e., is the racer’s first run time was 45.12
seconds, the running time display will start at 45.12 instead of 0.00, and freeze on the final
combined time when the racer crosses the finish.
Only send 2nd Run time instead of 2nd run then combined: If this is selected, the board will
display the running time starting at 0:00 and then freeze on the racer’s 2 nd run time for the
duration of Seconds to freeze.
These variables can be adjusted during the race.
Note: The Split Second application does not send forerunner data to the scoreboard. The ICR’s,
paragraph 605.6, states that the times of the forerunners should not be published.
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Timing Screen
To open the Timing Screen, click on Timing (Enabled) on the main menu. (Note is the main menu reads
“Timing (Demo Mode/Practice,” the software key has not been attached, or is not properly setup.) Then,
click on “Time” and choose the 1st or 2nd run, as appropriate.

Function

Description

Start

Identifies the racer who is “in the gate.”
Putting a competitor in the start gate: To put the appropriate racer in the
gate, click in the Bib field and enter the desired number, then hit the TAB
key.
Automatic Start Order: After the timing official has manually entered a bib
number in the starting gate and that racer starts, the application
automatically places the next racer without a time in the gate based on
the order of the competitors list in the Competitors screen. For example,
if the competitors are listed in order of their bib numbers (1-38) and the
first racer in the run is # 20, as might be the case in a I2 event, the
application will put #21 in the gate once #20 starts, then #22 and so on,
until the last competitor in the list, #38, starts. The application then puts a
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Function

Description
forerunner in the gate. At that point, the timing official has to enter #1,
and automatic sequence will continue down to #19.
Caution: If you enter the bib number of a competitor who already has a
time, the application displays a caution (see example), but will allow the
competitor to start unless the timer intervenes.

Competitor not on list: If the bib number entered is not on the list in the
Competitors screen, the application will display this popup:

If the wrong bib number was entered, click No and enter the correct bib
number. If the bib number was accurately entered, click Yes. Descriptions
of how to deal these situations can be found under Timing Issues and
Solutions, page 66.
Defaults: Split Second automatically places a forerunner in the gate when
the Timing screen in opened. Forerunners are assigned bib numbers “FA,”
“FB,” etc.
Forerunner Data: The name, etc, of forerunners will be displayed in the
Start screen if the data has been entered in the Run Data screen, see page
38.
False
Start

Click on the False Start button, or use ALT+S, to return a racer to the start gate in
the event the start gate is accidentally activated.

block
(Start)

Click on block button in the top right hand corner of the On Course screen to
block all start pulses. This should be done if there are repairs or adjustments being
made to the start gate or ramp that are producing a lot of “false starts.” When the
start is blocked a warning is given:

Note: While application will not recognize the pulse and start the racer who is in
the gate, it does retain a record of TOD in the Timing Log and TOD Fix windows.
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Function

Description

On
Course

Displays name, etc. and the running time of the racers who are on the course.

The competitors appear in the order that they are expected to cross the finish
(i.e., #1 will be the next one to cross the line, followed by #2, then #3) unless the
timer intervenes using one of the actions available from the popup (see below)
that is opened when the user clicks on the competitor’s “row.”
Popup
Menu
(Main)

When you click on a racer identified in the Start,
On Course, the Finished window, or in the
Leaders list a popup menu appears with the
racer’s bib number at the top (see example on
the right).
Depending on the racer’s status, the popup
window gives up to eight (8) options, each of
which is described below.

DNF

Click on DNF when a racer has left the course. His or her name is moved to the
Trash (DNF) area to the right.

Edit

Opens the basic information window for the competitor. Its most common use in
the timing window is to register a disqualification. See page 17.

TOD
Edit

Opens the timing data file for the selected racer. The function is used when it
becomes necessary to manually enter or edit time-of-day (TOD), status, or other
core timing data. See page 17.

TOD Fix

This option allows you to reassign TOD data for individual racers. This is a very
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Description
useful tool. See pages 19 and 69.
It is a very important tool for resolving timing issues in situations where a DNF or
false finish is missed.
Was
Passed
by bib
…

Moves the selected racer who has been passed on the course up the hill. For
example, there are two racers on course; # 7 started, then #9. Halfway through
the course #7 falls and misses two gates, but decides to climb back up. As he is
climbing, #9 catches up and gets ahead of #7 on the course. The computer,
however, still shows #7 in the lead. Solution: Click on #7 and click on Was passed
by bib 9. The racers’ order on the screen will switch.

Passed
bib…

Moves a racer who has passed another racer on the course down the hill, closer
to the finish. In the above example, the timing official could accomplish the same
goal by clicking on #9 and then clicking on Passed bib 7.

Swap
with
Start

Places the racer who is On Course or Finshed back in the Start and places the
racer who was in the Start, On Course or in the Finished screen with the first
racer’s TOD data. See page 66 for an example of the application of this feature.

Swap
with
Finisher

a) If the selected competitor is in the Start, this function places him or her in the
Finished area, replacing the last racer to have Finished . The “last finsher” is
placed back in the Start.
b) If the selected competitor is On Course, this function places him or her in the
Finished area, replacing the last racer to have Finished . The “last finsher” is
placed On Course. This function would be used if, for example, the timer
missed the fact that bib 7 DNF’d until he/she sees bib 8 cross the finish. As a
result, the cumputer showns #8 on course and #7 in the finish. Solution: click
on #8, then click “Swap with Finisher” putting #7 back on course and #8 in the
finsh with the correct time. Now, DNF #7.

Finished

Displays the competitors who have finished the course in order of their finish
times.

Block
(Finish)

Click on the block button in the top right hand corned of the Finished screen to
block all finished pulses. The block function is used when the timer can see that
someone is going to cross the finish line and trigger, a false finish, when timing a
run be a blind skier, etc.

False
Finish

Click on the False Finish button, or use ALT+F, to place a racer back On Course
when the finish is accidentally activated.

Trash
(DNF)

This area of the screen identifies all the racers who are DNF’d during a run.
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Function

Description

Popup
Menu
(DNF)

When you click on the name of a racer
in the DNF area, the pop-up seen the
right appears. It identifies the racer’s
bib # and the four options described
below.

Timing
Log

Undo
DNF

Clicking on Undo DNF places the
racerback on the course where he or
she would have been if there had been
no DNF. the course.

Edit

Opens the basic information window for the competitor. Its most common use in
the timing window is to register a disqualification. See page 17.

TOD
Edit

Opens the timing data file for the selected racer. The function is used when it
becomes necessary to manually enter or edit time-of-day (TOD), status, or other
core timing data. See page 17.

TOD Fix

This option allows you to reassign TOD data for individual racers. This is a very
useful tool. See pages 19 and 69.
It is a very important tool for resolving timing issues in situations where a DNF or
false finish is missed.
Opens a window that gives you access to the
timing data for viewing, printing or copying.
The TOD and results data contained in the
log are often used to understand and fix
timing problems. The information is also
useful when preparing the Timing Reports
required by ACA and FIS.
The `Find` option to the Timing | Timing Log
| View screen allows the timer to enter the
bib # to find every line of the log referencing
that bib. - To clarify messages in the log the
wording has been changed for log messages
so they start with `Bib` where possible.
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Function

Description

Leaders

Displays a list of the competitors who have started in their current rank order.
This information is most often used by announcers to keep spectators informed.

Min.
Time

Setting a minmum time helps reduce
false finishes from snow that is kicked
up as athletes push to the finish line. A
delay of 1 second is recommended.
When this function is activated, the
Timing Log and the TOD Fix files retains
a record of ignored finish pulses so that
corrections can be made quickly if the
minimum was set too high.

Live Timing
Message

Opens a popup that for entering and managing messages when Living Timing is
being used.

Close

Closes the timing screen.
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Part 5 – Timing Issues & Solutions
This of the guide part identifies a variety of common “timing” problems that arise during live races, and
suggests ways of fixing them on the run.
Issue

Solution(s)

False Start!

Click on False Start (or use ALT-S) to put the racer
back in the starting gate.

Spilt Second shows that a racer has just started,
but you did not expect a start. The starter quickly
tells you that a racer accidentally opened the
wand.
Wrong racer started!
Split Second shows that #8 has just started on the
course, but the starter is advising you that #8 is in
the gate waiting to start. When challenged she
tells you that it is #10 who is on course: there was
a mix-up in starter-timer communications.

1. Confirm the number of the racer who is on
course.

Wrong bib # used!
Your screen shows #23 approaching the finish, but
as the actual racer crosses the line you see that it
is #32, not #23 - the wrong bib # was used at the
start.

1. Ask the starter to hold the next racer for a
moment.
6. Click in the Bib field in the Start screen and
enter the bib # that should have been used #32.

2. Click in the Bib field in the Start screen and
enter the bib # of the racer who is actually on
course - #10.
3. Click on #8 in the On Course screen.
4. Click on Swap with Start.
5. Bib # 8 will appear in the Start gate and #10
will appear in the On Course screen.

2. Click on #23 in the Finished screen.
3. Click Swap with Start. #32 will now be in the
Finish and the correct times will be assigned to
him/her.
4. Insert the right bib # for the next racer in the
Bib field in the Start screen and proceed with
the race.
1. Click No in response to the Confirm screen.

A racer who was removed from the list arrives at
the start gate!

2. Minimize the Timing screen and go to the
Competitors screen.
3. Click Expose to add the hidden racers to the
bottom of the list.

The starter says that #28 is in the gate, but when
you enter her number, the following popup
appears:

4. Go to the bottom of the list and “re-hide” all
the previously excluded racers except for #28.
5. Restore the Timing screen and enter #28 in
the starting gate.
6. Ask the starter to start #28.
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Solution(s)

A quick review reveals that before the race
started, the race administrator told you that a
number of competitors, including bib #28, had not
registered. Accordingly, you hid them so that they
would not be included in the race reports, etc.!
Now the Start Referee reports that #28 showed up
a bit late and is being permitted to race.
1. Click Yes.
2. Right click on the name field for #85, then click
Edit.
3. Enter the racer’s LAST NAME, First Name
(Note: If the racer is included in the points list
associated with the race, you will be able to
pick his name from the popup list that will
appear after you enter the first two or more
letters of his name, and enter all the required
data by clicking on his name. If not, simply
enter the name and go to the next step).
4. Click OK to close the edit window.
5. Start #85.
6. Continue with the race.
7. Note: If #85 was not included in the points list,
after the course is closed make sure to locate
and enter the missing information (card
number, national points, year of birth, etc.)
before preparing the race results.

Racer in the start gate was never added to the
start list!
You are expecting bib #80 in the gate, the last
racer for the first run, but the starter says that bib
#85 is in the gate. When you enter that bib
number you get the following popup:

The start referee confirms that #85 was a late
entry and the jury has approved his participation.

Racer abandons the course!
You see a racer leave the course, or hear over the
Jury radio that that he/she has left the course.

Click on the racer and, then, click DNF.

The racer approaching, or who just crossed the
finish line, was DFN’d by mistake!
Bib # 13 and #14 were on course. The jury told you
that #13 left the course and you DNF’d him. As
#14 is just about to cross the finish line you realize
that the screen is showing #13 on course and #14

1. Let #14 finish as #13.
2. As soon as #13 appears in the Finished screen,
click on #14 in the Trash (DNF) screen and click
Undo DNF (put back on course).
3. Click on #14, who is now in the On Course
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Solution(s)

is listed in the “Trash (DNF)” screen – You DNF’d
the wrong racer!

screen, then click on Swap with Finisher.
4. #14 is now shown as finishing with the correct
time, and #13 is back in the On Course screen.
5. Click on #13.
6. Click on DNF.

Racer is overtaken!

1. Click on #18, then on Passed by bib 20.

#18 is on course, followed by #20. About halfway
through the course , #18 misses a gate on a steep
part of the course, but instead of leaving the
course begins to climb back to the missed gate.
# 18 takes so long climbing that #20 arrives and
goes through the gate before #18 gets back in the
course.

or
2. Click on #20, then Passed bib18.

Now #20 is ahead of #18 on the course, but behind
him on the screen.
False Finish!
A competitor, course worker or recreational skier
wanders across the finish line triggering a finish for
#45, the racer currently on course.

1. Let other people yell at the offender.
2. Click on False Finish (or use ALT-F) to put #45
back in the course.

Missed finish pulse!
#46 fell at a gate in the flats, but returned to the
course. Because of the fall, #47 is catching up to
#46 as they approach the finish. #46 crosses the
finish followed by #47, less than a second behind.
Because the delay for the finish is set at 2 seconds,
Split Second does not register a finish for #47 and
#47 is still listed in the “On Course” screen. #48
will be arriving in about 20 seconds.

1. Click on #47, then DNF.
2. As soon as you can, locate the missed finish
TOD from the timer’s tape.
3. Click on #47, then TOD Edit.
4. Hand enter the data from the timer tape in the
Finish field for the appropriate run.
5. Click OK.

An unidentified racer is approaching the finish!

1. Click on #35 in the On Course screen.

#35 missed a gate in the middle of the course and
you have received conflicting information about
whether he left the course or continued to the
finish. A racer is approaching the finish, but you
cannot see whether it is #35, or the next racer,
#36.

2. Wait for the racer to cross the finish line and
identify his bib #.
3. If it was #35, click Cancel. If it was #36, click
Passed by 36.
Note: When a menu popup is open, the
application holds all pulses until a menu item
is selected or the popup is cancelled.

Racer approaching the finish was DNF’d!
You DNF’d #17 based on information heard on the
jury radio, but you see that the racer approaching
the finish line is #17. Someone made a mistake.

1. Click on #17 in the Trash (DNF) screen before
the racer crosses the finish.
2. Click Undo DNF (put back on course).
3. Note: The application will assign the right
finish TOD to #17 even if the racer crosses the
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finish before you click Undo DNF (put back on
course).

A racer crosses the finish line out of order!
You missed an overtake and #18 crosses the finish
ahead of #17, Split Second shows that #17 has
finished.

1. Click on #18 in the On Course screen.
2. Click Swap with Finisher.

The racer who was just DNF’d crosses the finish!

1. Click False Finish to put #20 back in the On
Course screen.
2. Let #20 cross the finish line.
3. Click on #19 in the Trash (DNF), then click TOD
Fix.
4. Click on the line that contains the first finish
TOD for #20, the actual finish TOD for #19.

You DNF’d #19 based on information heard on the
jury radio. You are now expecting #20 to finish but
as the racer crosses you see that it is #19, not #20.
In reality, #20 will arrive at the finish in about 10
seconds and when he does Split Second will show
a finish for #21. Apparently, #19 had difficulties at
one gate, but quickly returned to the course and
finished the run.
Situation: Split Second shows #19 as DNF, # 20 in
the finish and #21 about 20 seconds into a 45second course. In reality, #19 is in the Finish, #20
is approaching the finish line and #21 is on the top
half of the course.

5. Click OK.
6. #19 will appear in the Finished screen with the
correct times.
Split Second is showing that the wrong racers and
wrong times at the finish!

1. Immediately tell the starter to hold the next
racer in the start gate.

Split Second shows that #43 just crossed the finish
line, but you see that it was really #44.
Split Second also shows that #44, #45 and #46 are
still on course, but you can see #45 fast

2. Allow #45 to cross the finish as #44 on the
computer.
3. Split Second stills shows #45 in the On Course
screen: click on #45 and select DNF.
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approaching the finish line. You also notice
(someone tells you) that the times for #42 and #43
don’t make any sense.

4. Advise the jury that you need a 90-second
timing hold after #46 finishes.
5. Allow #46 to finish.
6. Review the results in the Finished screen (see
figure on the left) to identify the problem. In
this example, the elapsed times for #40 and
earlier racers are in the range of 42-44
seconds as you expect for the course, but the
times for #41 to #44 are in the 1:04 to 1:07
minute range, about 20 seconds longer than
you would expect. This indicates that #41, the
first racer with the longer elapsed time likely
did not compete the course and should have
been DNF’d. Confirm #41’s status with the
finish referee.
7. Because #41 was not DNF’d, the computer
assigned him #42’s finish, then assigned #42
#43’s finish, etc.
8. Have someone inform the people at the
results board that the corrected times for #42,
#43, and #44 will be calculated ASAP.
9. Click on #41, then select DNF.
10. Click on #42, then on TOD Fix to get to the
window shown in the figure on the left.
Note: When you click on TOD Fix, the racer whose
TOD data is being reviewed and edited is
identified in the top left hand corner of the
Time of Day Fix window. If the identified
racer is not the one you wish to edit, exit
the window and select the bib number of
the racer who need to edit and open his/her
TOD Fix window.
11. Point the cursor at the finish TOD for #41, the
DNF’d racer. If the elapsed time makes sense,
(see the blue popup) click on that line.
Note: If you select a revised start or finish TOD
in error, click on the Revert to Original Data
button in the top right-hand corner of the
screen.
12. Click OK. #42’s time will be revised.
13. Click on #43 in the Finished screen, select TOD
Fix, and locate and select the original finish
TOD for #42 and, if the elapsed time makes
sense, click OK. #43’s time will be revised.
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14. Next, click on #44 in the Finished screen,
select TOD Fix, and locate and select the
original finish TOD for #43 and, if the elapsed
time makes sense, click OK. #44’s time will be
revised.
15. Click on #45 in the Trash (DNF) and select TOD
Fix.
16. Select #44’s original finish TOD and, if the
elapsed time makes sense, click OK. #45’s time
will be revised.
17. Restart the race.

The Jury disallowed a provisional re-run!

1. Locate #14 in the Competitors screen.
2. Click on TOD Edit.

In the 2nd run, #14 left the course after missing
two gates but was given a provisional re-run when
he claimed that a course worker had interfered.
He completed the re-run.

3. Select “DNF” in the 2nd Run Status field.
4. The application will ask for confirmation that
the finish TOD should be cleared.
5. Click OK.

Later the Jury reviewed the evidence and
determined that #14 had not been interfered with
and that the provisional re-run would not count.
Disqualified Racers!

1. Note the disqualified racers’ bib #s and the
gates where the faults took place from the
referee’s report.
2. In the Competitors screen use Find to locate
bib #23, then open the Edit Comp window for
that competitor.
3. Highlight the contents of the 1st Run Result
field (lower left side of the window, type in
“dsq” and hit the Enter key - two new fields
will be inserted to the right of the 1st Run
Result field.

The referee’s report indicates that #23 and #35
were DSQ’d in the first run.

4. Enter the gate # from the referee’s report,
click OK.
5. Repeat the steps for #35
The Jury reinstates a disqualified racer!

1. Find bib #24 in the Competitors screen.

After the Referee’s Report for the 1st run was

2. Select TOD Edit.
3. In the middle portion of the screen, click on
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posted, you “DSQ’d” #12, 15 and 24. Twenty
minutes later the TD informs you that the jury
upheld a protest and #24 is not “DSQ’d.”

TIME in the Status area for the 1st run to
assign #24 her time, which will appear just to
the right of the 1st run Finish TOD.
4. Click OK.
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Appendix 1: Sample Reports
Competitors List - Points Order (1st page only)
ALPINE CANADA ALPIN
CHAMPIONNAT JUNIOR PROVINCIAL
ACA RACE CODE No. 8086
DESCENTE-EDELWEISS-VORLAGE
MARCH 15, 2008
EDELWEISS VALLEY
OUTAOUAIS SKI ZONE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------S L A L O M
M E N
LIST OF COMPETITORS
ST
NO

BIB
NO

ACA
NO
31617
31594
103728
61711
101740
31823
61644
61339
103858
103783
103346
54106
64508
31682
54393
54107
103880
31641
31943
54801
54830
61124
62074
60867
60769
61347
31992
61370
54834
31746
40326
32034
61582
54437
60873
40363
60845

COMPETITOR----------------------------SURNAME+NAME
CLS NAT/YR
HABICHT, Stephan
COUTURE, Olivier
PROVOST, Charles
FARRELL, Liam
HEBERT, Louis Philippe
LAFRAMBOISE, Philippe
TREMBLAY Jerome
LAUZON, Alexis
WENZOWSKI, Simon
SARAZIN-COTE, Marc Etienne
GOODWIN, Andrew
PERRIER, Nicolas
GOYER, Charles-Alex
LAPRISE, Alexandre
TAYLOR, Austin
CLOUTIER, Marc-Andre
DOWD, Aaron
AUTHIER, C.-Antoine
LAPRISE, Jerome
ST-YVES, Marc-Antoine
GENEST-ROUILLIER, Vincent
DONNELLY, Andrew
BERNIER, Benoit
LEONARD, Francois
DUMAS-RICHARD, Yann
MCDONALD, Charles-Francis
MAYRAND, Antoine
TREMBLAY, Jean-Frederic
RIEDEL, John
VINET, Jean-Francois
ZULIANI, David
DESJARDINS, Jerome
POIRIER, Jeremie
ELLIS, Graeme
MACKLEM, Richard
BELL, Spencer
L'AFRICAIN, Francis

J2
J2
J1
J2
SR
J2
SR
J1
J1
J1
J2
J1
SR
J2
J1
J1
J1
J2
J1
J1
J1
J2
M8
J1
J1
J2
J2
J1
J1
J2
J1
J2
J1
J1
J1
J1
J1

CAN/90
CAN/88
CAN/91
CAN/88
CAN/62
CAN/89
CAN/82
CAN/91
CAN/92
CAN/91
CAN/88
CAN/91
CAN/87
CAN/89
CAN/92
CAN/92
CAN/91
CAN/88
CAN/91
CAN/91
CAN/91
CAN/88
CAN/75
CAN/91
CAN/91
CAN/90
CAN/89
CAN/91
CAN/91
CAN/90
CAN/91
CAN/89
CAN/92
CAN/92
CAN/91
CAN/91
CAN/91

NAT
POINTS
77.37
93.17
97.19
101.15
103.42
106.60
107.98
108.41
111.33
115.94
117.92
120.42
123.09
124.56
125.96
127.24
129.30
131.66
135.42
136.40
136.90
137.75
138.29
139.11
141.94
144.87
145.03
151.29
151.63
152.97
153.23
156.49
158.14
159.23
161.61
162.45
166.57

15-03-08 / EDELWEISS VALLEY
LIST: Nat2008_15
8086
SM0 / 1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------DATA PROCESSING BY SPLIT SECOND SOFTWARE
ALGE S4 TIMING
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1st Run Start List (1st page only)
ALPINE CANADA ALPIN
CHAMPIONNAT JUNIOR PROVINCIAL
ACA RACE CODE No. 8085
DESCENTE-EDELWEISS-VORLAGE
MARCH 15, 2008
EDELWEISS VALLEY
OUTAOUAIS SKI ZONE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------S L A L O M
L A D I E S
START LIST - 1st RUN
JURY

TECHNICAL DATA

TD
REFEREE
CHIEF OF RACE

D THERER
D FAULKNER
M CHARTRAND

(DLS)
(DLS)
(OSZ)

COURSE
START
FINISH
VERTICAL DROP
HOMOLOG.Nr.

COURSE SETTER
FORERUNNERS -A-B-C-D-E-

1st RUN
K GRENIER
A FOURNIER
M ST-AMOUR
S HINSE-PARE

2nd RUN
S TETRAULT
-A- A FOURNIER
-B- M ST-AMOUR
-C-D-E-

(OSZ)
(OSZ)
(CAN)
(DESC)

GATES/DIR CHANGES
47/(45)
START TIME
10.15

STREIFF
300 M
170 M
130 M
748/120/74

(DLS)
(OSZ)
(CAN)

45/(43)
14.15

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------SEED
ST
BIB COMPETITOR----------------------------POINTS
NO
NO SURNAME+NAME
CLS NAT/CLUB /YR
NAT
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
12
13
14
15
16

GIGUERE, Lucie-Maude
BASTIEN, Fabienne
JEAN, Frederique
GOYER, Audrey-Jade
LAFRAMBOISE, Andrea
LORANGER, Marion
LANCTOT-LEROY, Pascale
ZULIANI, Jocelyn
PROULX, Camille
DONNELLY, Christina
BURGE, Jenna
LORANGER, Camille
MCELLIGOTT, Michelle
RINGUET, Sophie
BOUCHER, Leonie

J2
J1
J2
J2
SR
J1
J1
J2
J1
J2
J2
J2
J2
J2
J1

CAN/RELAI/90
CAN/CHANT/91
CAN/VALNE/90
CAN/STSAV/88
CAN/UNIV /87
CAN/MTGAB/92
CAN/STSAV/92
CAN/MARIE/90
CAN/RELAI/92
CAN/MARIE/90
CAN/CALAB/90
CAN/MTGAB/90
CAN/MARIE/90
CAN/MSA /90
CAN/COMI /91

166.14
157.00
147.88
98.83
110.19
159.05
123.72
161.56
158.24
102.47
163.52
144.77
159.39
75.38
162.47

15-03-08 / EDELWEISS VALLEY
LIST: Nat2008_15
8085
SF3 / 1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------DATA PROCESSING BY SPLIT SECOND SOFTWARE
ALGE S4 TIMING
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2nd Run Start List
ALPINE CANADA ALPIN
CHAMPIONNAT JUNIOR PROVINCIAL
ACA RACE CODE No. 8085
DESCENTE-EDELWEISS-VORLAGE
MARCH 15, 2008
EDELWEISS VALLEY
OUTAOUAIS SKI ZONE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------S L A L O M
L A D I E S
START LIST - 2nd RUN
JURY

TECHNICAL DATA

TD
REFEREE
CHIEF OF RACE

D THERER
D FAULKNER
M CHARTRAND

(DLS)
(DLS)
(OSZ)

COURSE
START
FINISH
VERTICAL DROP

STREIFF
300 M
170 M
130 M

HOMOLOG.Nr.

COURSE SETTER
FORERUNNERS -A-B-C-D-E-

1st RUN
K GRENIER
A FOURNIER
M ST-AMOUR
S HINSE-PARE

2nd RUN
S TETRAULT
-A- A FOURNIER
-B- M ST-AMOUR
-C-D-E-

(OSZ)
(OSZ)
(CAN)
(DESC)

GATES/DIR CHANGES
47/(45)
START TIME
10.15

748/120/74

(DLS)
(OSZ)
(CAN)

45/(43)
14.15

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------ST
NO

BIB
NO

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

46
35
21
47
22
32
44
27
33
37
18
28
23
24
25

COMPETITOR-----------------------------SURNAME+NAME
CLS NAT/YR
COUTURE-GUIMOND, Sara-Maude
KUKKO, Madelaine
TAILLEFER, Melanie
BENKE, Katrina
GIGUERE, Marie-Claude
OBAL, Julie
FORGET, Gabrielle
ROCHETTE, Anne-Catherine
CLARKE, Stephanie
VIGNEAULT, Florence
POULIN, Hannah
MATTEAU, Stephanie
MCCARTHY, Rebecca
TREMBLAY, Marie-Eve
AUBRY-WAKE, Caroline

J1
J1
J1
J1
J1
J1
J1
J1
J2
J1
J2
J1
J2
J1
J2

CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN

/92
/91
/91
/92
/91
/92
/92
/91
/90
/91
/90
/91
/89
/91
/90

TIME
1st RUN

TIME
2nd RUN

TOTAL
TIME

56.69
56.12
56.03
55.85
55.78
55.76
55.40
55.26
55.14
55.13
54.77
54.69
54.60
54.55
54.29

_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______

_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______

15-03-08 / EDELWEISS VALLEY
LIST: Nat2008_15
8085
SF5 / 1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------DATA PROCESSING BY SPLIT SECOND SOFTWARE
ALGE S4 TIMING
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ALPINE CANADA ALPIN
CHAMPIONNAT JUNIOR PROVINCIAL
ACA RACE CODE No. 8085
DESCENTE-EDELWEISS-VORLAGE
MARCH 15, 2008
EDELWEISS VALLEY
OUTAOUAIS SKI ZONE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------ST
NO

BIB
NO

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

8
2
26
19
6
31
20
36
16
3
1
13
15
7
5
73
72
64
53
58
43
45
40
11
34
41
17
61
42
69
67
38
71
39
68
49
50
48
63
74
65
52

COMPETITOR-----------------------------SURNAME+NAME
CLS NAT/YR

TIME
1st RUN

TIME
2nd RUN

TOTAL
TIME

ZULIANI, Jocelyn
BASTIEN, Fabienne
LAFRENIERE, Julie-Ann
PATRICK, Kendra
LORANGER, Marion
LABONTE, Andrea
FORD, Katherine
PELLETIER, Joelle
BOUCHER, Leonie
JEAN, Frederique
GIGUERE, Lucie-Maude
LORANGER, Camille
RINGUET, Sophie
LANCTOT-LEROY, Pascale
LAFRAMBOISE, Andrea
MORNEAU, Stephanie
DAVIE, Elizabeth
COURNOYER, Elisabeth
COTE, Charlotte
ROBITAILLE, Eva-Maude
OZIMKOWSKI, Allison
LAFRAMBOISE, Justine
LAPIERRE, Martine
DONNELLY, Christina
TARDIF, Melisande
LEMELIN, Laurence
BURKE, Andree
LAFORCE, Patricia
VAN WELTER, Kate
GENDRON, Anne-Marie
TRUDEL, Emmanuelle
RAYMOND, Frederique
MORRISSETTE-BOILEAU, Clara
AUTHIER, Laurence
BELANGER, Josianne
GAUDRY, Rebecca
BROCHU, Chloe
ROIREAU, Marie
MINVILLE, Eloise
LEFEBVRE, Eveline
SAINT-DENIS, Maxime
BERWALD, Marieke

54.27
54.26
54.23
53.93
53.71
53.68
52.94
52.82
52.60
52.20
51.99
51.31
50.69
49.79
48.86
56.80
56.97
57.57
57.71
58.17
59.09
59.34
59.41
59.52
59.69
59.70
59.74
59.85
59.97
59.98
1:00.28
1:00.34
1:00.65
1:00.85
1:01.41
1:01.56
1:01.78
1:02.93
1:03.74
1:03.88
1:04.19
1:04.26

_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______

_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______

J2
J1
J1
J1
J1
J1
J2
J1
J1
J2
J2
J2
J2
J1
SR
J1
J1
J1
J1
J1
J1
J1
J1
J2
J1
J1
J1
J1
J1
J1
J1
J1
J1
J2
J1
J1
J1
J1
J1
SR
J1
J1

CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN

/90
/91
/91
/91
/92
/92
/90
/92
/91
/90
/90
/90
/90
/92
/87
/92
/91
/92
/92
/92
/92
/92
/91
/90
/91
/92
/91
/92
/92
/92
/92
/92
/92
/90
/92
/92
/91
/92
/92
/87
/92
/92

15-03-08 / EDELWEISS VALLEY
LIST: Nat2008_15
8085
SF5 / 2
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------DATA PROCESSING BY SPLIT SECOND SOFTWARE
ALGE S4 TIMING
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ALPINE CANADA ALPIN
CHAMPIONNAT JUNIOR PROVINCIAL
ACA RACE CODE No. 8085
DESCENTE-EDELWEISS-VORLAGE
MARCH 15, 2008
EDELWEISS VALLEY
OUTAOUAIS SKI ZONE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------ST
NO

BIB
NO

58
59
60
61
67
68
69
70
71
72

62
14
59
57
76
66
55
9
4
56

COMPETITOR-----------------------------SURNAME+NAME
CLS NAT/YR

TIME
1st RUN

TIME
2nd RUN

TOTAL
TIME

BONIN, Maude
MCELLIGOTT, Michelle
GRENIER, Audrey
DAMBOISE, Catherine
SIROIS, Alexandra
GONTHIER, Marylie
SAUVE, Laurence
PROULX, Camille
GOYER, Audrey-Jade
SOULEZ, Amelie

1:04.73
1:05.47
1:05.88
1:07.01

_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______

_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______
_______

J1
J2
J1
J1
J1
J1
J1
J1
J2
J1

CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN
CAN

/92
/90
/91
/92
/92
/92
/92
/92
/88
/92

15-03-08 / EDELWEISS VALLEY
LIST: Nat2008_15
8085
SF5 / 3
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------DATA PROCESSING BY SPLIT SECOND SOFTWARE
ALGE S4 TIMING
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Official Results
ALPINE CANADA ALPIN
CHAMPIONNAT JUNIOR PROVINCIAL
ACA RACE CODE No. 8085
DESCENTE-EDELWEISS-VORLAGE
MARCH 15, 2008
EDELWEISS VALLEY
OUTAOUAIS SKI ZONE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------S L A L O M
L A D I E S
UNOFFICIAL RESULTS
JURY

TECHNICAL DATA

TD
REFEREE
CHIEF OF RACE

D THERER
D FAULKNER
M CHARTRAND

(DLS)
(DLS)
(OSZ)

COURSE
START
FINISH
VERTICAL DROP
HOMOLOG.Nr.

COURSE SETTER
FORERUNNERS -A-B-C-D-E-

1st RUN
K GRENIER
A FOURNIER
M ST-AMOUR
S HINSE-PARE

748/120/74

2nd RUN
S TETRAULT
-A- A FOURNIER
-B- M ST-AMOUR
-C-D-E-

(OSZ)
(OSZ)
(CAN)
(DESC)

STREIFF
300 M
170 M
130 M

(DLS)
(OSZ)
(CAN)

GATES/DIR CHANGES
47/(45)
45/(43)
START TIME
10.15
14.15
WEATHER: OVERCAST
SNOW: HARD PACKED
TEMP. S: -5 C F: -5 C
----------------------UNOFFICIAL PENALTY 111.14
----------------------F=610
PL BIB ACA
COMPETITOR--------------------TIME
TIME
TOTAL
RACE
Nr Nr
SURNAME+NAME
CLUB/YR 1stRUN 2ndRUN
TIME POINTS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

5
7
13
3
16
1
36
31
24
20
25
22
6
19
18

31179
107239
32101
31718
32134
54135
54622
54742
32050
54116
54052
61319
62304
60913
31713

LAFRAMBOISE, Andrea
LANCTOT-LEROY, Pascale
LORANGER, Camille
JEAN, Frederique
BOUCHER, Leonie
GIGUERE, Lucie-Maude
PELLETIER, Joelle
LABONTE, Andrea
TREMBLAY, Marie-Eve
FORD, Katherine
AUBRY-WAKE, Caroline
GIGUERE, Marie-Claude
LORANGER, Marion
PATRICK, Kendra
POULIN, Hannah

UNIV/87
STSAV/92
MTGAB/90
VALNE/90
COMI/91
RELAI/90
ASM/92
MSA/92
VALIN/91
MARIE/90
VALNE/90
RELAI/91
MTGAB/92
CASCA/91
CASCA/90

48.86
49.79
51.31
52.20
52.60
51.99
52.82
53.68
54.55
52.94
54.29
55.78
53.71
53.93
54.77

50.72
50.41
50.84
52.59
52.98
53.77
53.82
53.72
52.96
54.65
53.60
52.56
54.82
55.06
54.26

1:39.58
1:40.20
1:42.15
1:44.79
1:45.58
1:45.76
1:46.64
1:47.40
1:47.51
1:47.59
1:47.89
1:48.34
1:48.53
1:48.99
1:49.03

0.00
3.80
15.74
31.92
36.75
37.86
43.25
47.90
48.58
49.07
50.90
53.66
54.83
57.64
57.89

15-03-08 / EDELWEISS VALLEY
LIST: Nat2008_15
8085
SF7 / 1
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------DATA PROCESSING BY SPLIT SECOND SOFTWARE
ALGE S4 TIMING
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ALPINE CANADA ALPIN
CHAMPIONNAT JUNIOR PROVINCIAL
ACA RACE CODE No. 8085
DESCENTE-EDELWEISS-VORLAGE
MARCH 15, 2008
EDELWEISS VALLEY
OUTAOUAIS SKI ZONE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------PL BIB
Nr
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

8
44
27
2
28
37
33
53
47
21
46
35
72
32
17
64
41
58
73
45
61
14
40
38
71
67
39
50
43
57
49
68
52
62
48
65
11
74
63
59
69

ACA
Nr
40327
62241
60945
54776
32089
61493
40311
62404
62188
60967
62595
40415
31995
60902
61295
62220
62604
62352
61141
62283
62282
40355
54825
62347
62605
62384
54148
60713
54120
62596
60607
62186
62191
62196
62356
62361
40358
63178
54027
60820
62600

COMPETITOR--------------------SURNAME+NAME
CLUB/YR

TIME
1stRUN

TIME
2ndRUN

TOTAL
TIME

RACE
POINTS

ZULIANI, Jocelyn
MARIE/90
FORGET, Gabrielle
MTGAB/92
ROCHETTE, Anne-Catherin STON/91
BASTIEN, Fabienne
CHANT/91
MATTEAU, Stephanie
STON/91
VIGNEAULT, Florence
VALNE/91
CLARKE, Stephanie
CALAB/90
COTE, Charlotte
STSAV/92
BENKE, Katrina
CASCA/92
TAILLEFER, Melanie
CHANT/91
COUTURE-GUIMOND, Sara-M STON/92
KUKKO, Madelaine
FORTU/91
DAVIE, Elizabeth
MARIE/91
OBAL, Julie
VORLA/92
BURKE, Andree
DESC/91
COURNOYER, Elisabeth
MTGAB/92
LEMELIN, Laurence
STON/92
ROBITAILLE, Eva-Maude
MSA/92
MORNEAU, Stephanie
RELAI/92
LAFRAMBOISE, Justine
MTGAB/92
LAFORCE, Patricia
BLEUE/92
MCELLIGOTT, Michelle
MARIE/90
LAPIERRE, Martine
MORIN/91
RAYMOND, Frederique
CHANT/92
MORRISSETTE-BOILEAU, Cl MSA/92
TRUDEL, Emmanuelle
BLEUE/92
AUTHIER, Laurence
STON/90
BROCHU, Chloe
STON/91
OZIMKOWSKI, Allison
ASM/92
DAMBOISE, Catherine
STON/92
GAUDRY, Rebecca
MSRC/92
BELANGER, Josianne
MORIN/92
BERWALD, Marieke
BELNE/92
BONIN, Maude
MORIN/92
ROIREAU, Marie
BLEUE/92
SAINT-DENIS, Maxime
CASCA/92
DONNELLY, Christina
MARIE/90
LEFEBVRE, Eveline
UNIV/87
MINVILLE, Eloise
PIN/92
GRENIER, Audrey
CHANT/91
GENDRON, Anne-Marie
MSA/92

54.27
55.40
55.26
54.26
54.69
55.13
55.14
57.71
55.85
56.03
56.69
56.12
56.97
55.76
59.74
57.57
59.70
58.17
56.80
59.34
59.85
1:05.47
59.41
1:00.34
1:00.65
1:00.28
1:00.85
1:01.78
59.09
1:07.01
1:01.56
1:01.41
1:04.26
1:04.73
1:02.93
1:04.19
59.52
1:03.88
1:03.74
1:05.88
59.98

54.86
54.42
54.76
55.79
55.71
55.36
55.46
52.98
55.46
55.29
54.83
55.43
54.79
56.81
53.82
56.53
54.61
58.13
1:01.06
59.02
58.53
52.99
59.20
58.88
58.85
59.39
59.88
59.33
1:02.66
55.90
1:01.50
1:02.34
59.85
1:01.17
1:03.53
1:02.75
1:07.58
1:03.31
1:04.99
1:02.91
1:09.24

1:49.13
1:49.82
1:50.02
1:50.05
1:50.40
1:50.49
1:50.60
1:50.69
1:51.31
1:51.32
1:51.52
1:51.55
1:51.76
1:52.57
1:53.56
1:54.10
1:54.31
1:56.30
1:57.86
1:58.36
1:58.38
1:58.46
1:58.61
1:59.22
1:59.50
1:59.67
2:00.73
2:01.11
2:01.75
2:02.91
2:03.06
2:03.75
2:04.11
2:05.90
2:06.46
2:06.94
2:07.10
2:07.19
2:08.73
2:08.79
2:09.22

58.50
62.73
63.95
64.14
66.28
66.83
67.51
68.06
71.85
71.92
73.14
73.32
74.61
79.57
85.64
88.95
90.23
102.42
111.98
115.04
115.16
115.65
116.57
120.31
122.02
123.07
129.56
131.89
135.81
142.91
143.83
148.06
150.26
161.23
164.66
167.60
168.58
169.13
178.56
178.93
181.57

15-03-08 / EDELWEISS VALLEY
LIST: Nat2008_15
8085
SF7 / 2
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------DATA PROCESSING BY SPLIT SECOND SOFTWARE
ALGE S4 TIMING
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ALPINE CANADA ALPIN
CHAMPIONNAT JUNIOR PROVINCIAL
ACA RACE CODE No. 8085
DESCENTE-EDELWEISS-VORLAGE
MARCH 15, 2008
EDELWEISS VALLEY
OUTAOUAIS SKI ZONE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------PL BIB
Nr

ACA
Nr

COMPETITOR--------------------SURNAME+NAME
CLUB/YR

DID NOT START 1st RUN
75
62215 CLAVEAU, Marie-Pier
70
54436 ELLIOTT, Elizabeth
30
54721 LEBLOND, Josika
29
54112 BATTISTIN, Julie
12
40309 BURGE, Jenna

FORT/91
CALAB/91
MATHI/92
VORLA/90
CALAB/90

DID NOT FINISH 1st RUN
76
62440 SIROIS, Alexandra
66
62631 GONTHIER, Marylie
55
62366 SAUVE, Laurence
9
54739 PROULX, Camille
4
64267 GOYER, Audrey-Jade

FORTU/92
STON/92
CHANT/92
RELAI/92
STSAV/88

DISQUALIFIED 1st RUN
56
62372 SOULEZ, Amelie

CHANT/92

DID NOT START 2nd RUN
42
60990 VAN WELTER, Kate

VORLA/92

DID NOT FINISH 2nd RUN
34
54740 TARDIF, Melisande
26
40382 LAFRENIERE, Julie-Ann
23
31851 MCCARTHY, Rebecca
15
31696 RINGUET, Sophie

MASS/91
ASM/91
CASCA/89
MSA/90

TIME
1stRUN

GATE

TIME
2ndRUN

TOTAL
TIME

RACE
POINTS

30

DISQUALIFIED 2nd RUN
TECHNICAL DELEGATE
D THERER

(DLS)

15-03-08 / EDELWEISS VALLEY
LIST: Nat2008_15
8085
SF7 / 3
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------DATA PROCESSING BY SPLIT SECOND SOFTWARE
ALGE S4 TIMING
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Penalty Report
ALPINE CANADA ALPIN
CHAMPIONNAT JUNIOR PROVINCIAL
ACA RACE CODE No. 8085
DESCENTE-EDELWEISS-VORLAGE
MARCH 15, 2008
EDELWEISS VALLEY
OUTAOUAIS SKI ZONE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------S L A L O M
L A D I E S
ACA PENALTY CALCULATION
THE BEST 10 AT FINISH:
RACE
RESULT
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

BIB
NR.
5
7
13
3
16
1
36
31
24
20

CODE
31179
107239
32101
31718
32134
54135
54622
54742
32050
54116

COMPETITOR
SURNAME+NAME

ACA
POINTS

BEST 5

RACE
POINTS

LAFRAMBOISE, Andrea
LANCTOT-LEROY, Pascale
LORANGER, Camille
JEAN, Frederique
BOUCHER, Leonie
GIGUERE, Lucie-Maude
PELLETIER, Joelle
LABONTE, Andrea
TREMBLAY, Marie-Eve
FORD, Katherine

110.19
123.72
144.77
147.88
162.47
166.14
203.66
194.81
186.00
178.72

110.19
123.72
144.77
147.88
162.47

0.00
3.80
15.74
31.92
36.75

RINGUET, Sophie
GOYER, Audrey-Jade
DONNELLY, Christina
LAFRAMBOISE, Andrea
LANCTOT-LEROY, Pascale

75.38
98.83
102.47
110.19
123.72

THE BEST 5 AT START:
DNF2
DNF1
52
1
2

15
4
11
5
7

31696
64267
40358
31179
107239

TOTALS
(B) ACA POINTS OF BEST 5 AT START
(A) ACA POINTS OF BEST 5 TO FINISH IN TOP 10
(C) RACE POINTS OF CORRESPONDING COMPETITORS
CALCULATED PENALTY

689.03 + 510.59 (A)
(B)

88.21 : 10
(C)

-------510.59 -------689.03
=

-------88.21
111.141

ROUNDED

111.14

PENALTY APPLIED:

111.14
_______________________
D THERER
(DLS)
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Results with Ranking Report
ALPINE CANADA ALPIN
CHAMPIONNAT JUNIOR PROVINCIAL
ACA RACE CODE No. 8086
DESCENTE-EDELWEISS-VORLAGE
MARCH 15, 2008
EDELWEISS VALLEY
OUTAOUAIS SKI ZONE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------S L A L O M
M E N
RESULTS WITH RANKS
TECHNICAL DATA
TD
REFEREE
CHIEF OF RACE

D THERER
J ROCHON
M CHARTRAND

(DLS)
(MSA)
(OSZ)

COURSE
START
FINISH

JURY

STREIFF
300 M
170 M

VERTICAL DROP

130 M

HOMOLOG.Nr.

COURSE SETTER
FORERUNNERS -A-B-C-D-E-

1st RUN
P CLOUTIER
A FOURNIER
M ST-AMOUR
J HINSE-PARE

748/120/74

2nd RUN
P HENEY
-A- A FOURNIER
-B- M FOURNIER
-C-D-E-

(OSZ)
(OSZ)
(CAN)
(DESC)

GATES/DIR CHANGES
47/(45)
START TIME
9.15

(AOA)
(OSZ)
(OSZ)

45/(43)
13.45

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------ST BIB COMPETITOR-----------------------NO NO SURNAME+NAME
CLS NAT/YR

RUN 1

5
12
6
4
27
1
89
2
20
24
26
15
33
22
28

45.18
46.03
48.87
46.63
47.38
46.27
48.63
47.71
47.45
48.68
49.31
49.61
48.60
49.28
48.42

5
12
6
4
27
1
91
2
20
24
26
15
33
22
28

HABICHT, Stephan
J2
WENZOWSKI, Simon
J1
COUTURE, Olivier
J2
FARRELL, Liam
J2
TAYLOR, Austin
J1
PERRIER, Nicolas
J1
TREMBLAY Jerome
SR
LAUZON, Alexis
J1
DOWD, Aaron
J1
GENEST-ROUILLIER, VinceJ1
CLOUTIER, Marc-Andre
J1
LAPRISE, Jerome
J1
DONNELLY, Andrew
J2
LEONARD, Francois
J1
BERNIER, Benoit
M8

CAN/90
CAN/92
CAN/88
CAN/88
CAN/92
CAN/91
CAN/82
CAN/91
CAN/91
CAN/91
CAN/92
CAN/91
CAN/88
CAN/91
CAN/75

RUN 2
(1)
(2)
(16)
(5)
(6)
(4)
(14)
(8)
(7)
(15)
(18)
(20)
(13)
(17)
(12)

47.04
48.93
46.61
49.37
49.26
50.42
48.41
49.52
50.72
50.11
49.68
49.44
50.48
50.49
51.52

TOTAL
(2)
(4)
(1)
(6)
(5)
(14)
(3)
(8)
(17)
(12)
(9)
(7)
(15)
(16)
(19)

1:32.22
1:34.96
1:35.48
1:36.00
1:36.64
1:36.69
1:37.04
1:37.23
1:38.17
1:38.79
1:38.99
1:39.05
1:39.08
1:39.77
1:39.94

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
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Results by Class
ALPINE CANADA ALPIN
CHAMPIONNAT JUNIOR PROVINCIAL
ACA RACE CODE No. 8086
DESCENTE-EDELWEISS-VORLAGE
MARCH 15, 2008
EDELWEISS VALLEY
OUTAOUAIS SKI ZONE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------S L A L O M

M E N

RESULTS BY CLASS
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CLASS : J1
-----------PL

ST
Nr

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
12
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

12
27
1
2
20
24
26
15
22
36
31
46
32
45
40
86
60
38
43
67
69
77
76
65
53
44
35
82
71
78
50
68
54
55

ACA
Nr
103858
54393
54106
61339
103880
54830
54107
31943
60867
60845
54834
60873
40326
61353
61342
62335
54736
61292
60840
60797
40368
54457
62380
54460
60828
31852
54437
62316
62206
61136
54833
61605
60608
61134

COMPETITOR-----------------------SURNAME+NAME
CLUB/YR
WENZOWSKI, Simon
TAYLOR, Austin
PERRIER, Nicolas
LAUZON, Alexis
DOWD, Aaron
GENEST-ROUILLIER, Vincent
CLOUTIER, Marc-Andre
LAPRISE, Jerome
LEONARD, Francois
L'AFRICAIN, Francis
RIEDEL, John
MACKLEM, Richard
ZULIANI, David
NADEAU, Pierre-Olivier
LAVOIE, Cedric
PAQUET, Vincent
CORSIEZ, Charles
BINET, Charles-Xavier
LACASSE, Antoine
GAUTHIER, Alex
MURPHY, Thomas
MCELLIGOTT, Patrick
TEMPLETON-HARTRICK, Max
STEINKE, Nicholas
HILL, Carl
SAINT-DENIS, Felix
ELLIS, Graeme
MARTIN-CHARTRAND, Louis
BRUNEAU-BOUCHARD, Antoine
LORTIE, Louis-Philippe
LORANGE, Maxime
VINET, Laurent
GIBSON, Jordan
LECLERC, Francois

MARIE/92
MARIE/92
EDEL/91
STSAV/91
CALAB/91
STON/91
DESC/92
LVERT/91
MORIN/91
CHANT/91
MORIN/91
CASCA/91
MARIE/91
STSAV/91
STSAV/91
CHANT/92
RELAI/92
MSA/91
CASCA/91
VALIN/92
FORTU/91
MARIE/92
CASCA/92
MARIE/92
MTGAB/91
CASCA/91
CALAB/92
MTGAB/92
MASS/92
RELAI/92
STSAV/91
OLYM/92
MSRC/92
RELAI/92

TIME
1stRUN

TIME
2ndRUN

TOTAL
TIME

RACE
POINTS

46.03
48.93 1:34.96
47.38
49.26 1:36.64
46.27
50.42 1:36.69
47.71
49.52 1:37.23
47.45
50.72 1:38.17
48.68
50.11 1:38.79
49.31
49.68 1:38.99
49.61
49.44 1:39.05
49.28
50.49 1:39.77
51.17
49.92 1:41.09
51.05
50.14 1:41.19
50.57
51.67 1:42.24
50.49
51.75 1:42.24
51.95
53.70 1:45.65
51.64
54.34 1:45.98
53.03
53.42 1:46.45
51.76
54.84 1:46.60
52.34
54.98 1:47.32
53.23
54.12 1:47.35
52.81
54.58 1:47.39
51.42
57.20 1:48.62
53.70
55.20 1:48.90
53.84
55.39 1:49.23
55.52
53.87 1:49.39
53.63
56.00 1:49.63
53.83
56.15 1:49.98
56.98
53.40 1:50.38
54.52
56.17 1:50.69
54.21
56.64 1:50.85
55.76
55.58 1:51.34
50.80 1:01.18 1:51.98
50.18 1:02.49 1:52.67
55.44
57.26 1:52.70
54.22 1:01.26 1:55.48

18.12
29.24
29.57
33.14
39.36
43.46
44.78
45.18
49.94
58.67
59.33
66.28
66.28
88.83
91.02
94.13
95.12
99.88
100.08
100.34
108.48
110.33
112.51
113.57
115.16
117.48
120.12
122.17
123.23
126.47
130.70
135.27
135.47
153.86
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ALPINE CANADA ALPIN
CHAMPIONNAT JUNIOR PROVINCIAL
ACA RACE CODE No. 8086
DESCENTE-EDELWEISS-VORLAGE
MARCH 15, 2008
EDELWEISS VALLEY
OUTAOUAIS SKI ZONE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CLASS : J1
-----------PL

ST
Nr

35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

70
42
84
57
73
8
7
63
80
88
87
66
79
81

ACA
Nr
62222
62284
62217
62298
60663
54801
60769
61000
60025
62401
62189
61548
62252
60907

COMPETITOR-----------------------SURNAME+NAME
CLUB/YR
DANSEREAU, Frederic
LAFRAMBOISE, William
CORBEIL, Olivier
LEGAULT, Eric
ALLEN-MARTIN, Marc
ST-YVES, Marc-Antoine
DUMAS-RICHARD, Yann
ZAK, Taylor
BARRASS, Bruce
BERWALD-GREGOIRE, Xavier
BENOIT-GUAY, Nicolas
GAGNON, Simon
GAGNON, Frederic
PAINCHAUD, Nicolas

MTGAB/92
MTGAB/92
MTGAB/92
OLYM/92
STON/91
STSAV/91
MORIN/91
MARIE/92
CALAB/91
BELNE/92
BLEUE/92
VALIN/92
CHANT/92
MORIN/91

TIME
1stRUN

TIME
2ndRUN

TOTAL
TIME

RACE
POINTS

56.69
52.72
57.44
1:00.26
57.79
1:05.95
1:06.22
1:03.64
59.35
59.04
1:00.19
1:07.78
57.40
1:12.87

58.91
1:03.40
58.92
56.93
59.91
51.84
52.02
54.91
1:01.78
1:02.31
1:02.31
55.35
1:08.06
1:03.47

1:55.60
1:56.12
1:56.36
1:57.19
1:57.70
1:57.79
1:58.24
1:58.55
2:01.13
2:01.35
2:02.50
2:03.13
2:05.46
2:16.34

154.65
158.09
159.68
165.17
168.54
169.14
172.11
174.16
191.23
192.68
200.29
204.46
219.87
291.84

DID NOT START 1st RUN
74
62
58
52
34

61226
60778
60887
64769
54777

LEDOUX, Luka
UOV/91
FINCHAM, Ryan
EDEL/91
MATZINGER, Richard
CASCA/91
CLOUTIER, Marc Antoine
STSAV/92
TREMBLAY-PONTON, SebastienSTSAV/92

DID NOT FINISH 1st RUN
83
61
59
56
41
21
10

60761
60776
62331
60723
60746
61370
103728

DESPAROIS, Frederick
FAZAL, Alexander
OSIPENKO, Alex
CASTONGUAY, Maxime
COUTURE-TREMBLAY, Pascal
TREMBLAY, Jean-Frederic
PROVOST, Charles

CHANT/91
MARIE/91
ASM/92
CHANT/91
CASCA/91
MSA/91
STSAV/91

DISQUALIFIED 1st RUN
25

61582 POIRIER, Jeremie

BELNE/92 GATE 24 GATE

0
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ALPINE CANADA ALPIN
CHAMPIONNAT JUNIOR PROVINCIAL
ACA RACE CODE No. 8086
DESCENTE-EDELWEISS-VORLAGE
MARCH 15, 2008
EDELWEISS VALLEY
OUTAOUAIS SKI ZONE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------CLASS : J2
-----------PL

ST
Nr

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

5
6
4
33
19
3
49
39
29
9
37
13
48

ACA
Nr
31617
31594
61711
61124
31641
31823
54094
31938
32034
103346
40334
31682
31871

COMPETITOR-----------------------SURNAME+NAME
CLUB/YR
HABICHT, Stephan
COUTURE, Olivier
FARRELL, Liam
DONNELLY, Andrew
AUTHIER, C.-Antoine
LAFRAMBOISE, Philippe
BOUGHTON, Nicolas
PLOURDE-TURCOTTE, Mathieu
DESJARDINS, Jerome
GOODWIN, Andrew
YOUNG, Eric
LAPRISE, Alexandre
SICOTTE, Benoit

TIME
1stRUN

TIME
2ndRUN

TOTAL
TIME

RACE
POINTS

CASCA/90
45.18
STSAV/88
48.87
MARIE/88
46.63
MARIE/88
48.60
STON/88
50.26
MTGAB/89
46.13
VORLA/90
51.62
MATHI/88
52.39
STSAV/89
56.12
FORTU/88
57.78
MARIE/90
58.73
LVERT/89 1:08.58
STON/89 1:12.94

47.04
46.61
49.37
50.48
49.82
54.19
52.26
53.14
51.61
51.32
54.84
57.63
56.41

1:32.22
1:35.48
1:36.00
1:39.08
1:40.08
1:40.32
1:43.88
1:45.53
1:47.73
1:49.10
1:53.57
2:06.21
2:09.35

0.00
21.56
25.00
45.38
51.99
53.58
77.13
88.04
102.59
111.65
141.22
224.83
245.60

DID NOT FINISH 1st RUN
23

31746 VINET, Jean-Francois

OLYM/90

DID NOT FINISH 2nd RUN
75
72
18
17

63563
31872
31992
61347

HENRI, Sylvain Jr
VALNE/90
ST-PIERRE, Mathieu
STON/89
MAYRAND, Antoine
STSAV/89
MCDONALD, Charles-Francis STSAV/90

50.85
54.33
48.27
58.76
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Results Audit Report
ALPINE CANADA ALPIN
CHAMPIONNAT JUNIOR PROVINCIAL
ACA RACE CODE No. 8086
DESCENTE-EDELWEISS-VORLAGE
MARCH 15, 2008
EDELWEISS VALLEY
OUTAOUAIS SKI ZONE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------S L A L O M
M E N
AUDIT REPORT
This goal of this report is to show where the results came from and hilight possible
problems. Every time a result is created or changed an audit entry is added for that
result. Each result may have up to 20 entries but typically will have just one. The
results with more than one audit entry are of most interest and so are listed here in
full. This way the history related to that result may be inspected.
Run 1 - Electronic Time (via Single Course Timing)
Bib Name
Result
Source
7 DUMAS-RICHARD, Yan
3/15/2008
9:31:21 am
1:06.22
Electronic Time (via Single Course Timing)
3/15/2008
9:30:32 am
17.95
Electronic Time (via Single Course Timing)
Bibs
1
18
35
50
71
87

with
2
19
36
51
72
89

this
3
20
37
53
73
90

as their only entry :
4
5
6
8
9
21
22
23
24
26
38
39
40
41
42
54
55
56
57
59
74
76
77
78
79
91

10
27
43
61
80

12
28
44
62
81

13
29
45
65
82

14
30
46
67
83

15
31
47
68
84

16
32
48
69
85

17
33
49
70
86

Run 1 - TOD Edit
Bibs with this as their only entry :
64
Run 1 - Edit Competitor
Bib Name
25

66

Result

Source

POIRIER, Jeremie
3/15/2008 12:38:44 pm DSQ GATE 24
3/15/2008
9:42:20 am
57.09

Edit Competitor
Electronic Time (via Single Course Timing)

STEINKE, Nicholas
3/15/2008 10:10:31 pm
3/15/2008 10:05:32 am

Edit Competitor
Electronic Time (via Single Course Timing)

DNF
55.52

Run 1 - No Audit Entries
34
52
58
63
75
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EET Report
ALPINE CANADA ALPIN
CHAMPIONNAT JUNIOR PROVINCIAL
DESCENTE-EDELWEISS-VORLAGE
MARCH 15, 2008
EDELWEISS VALLEY
OUTAOUAIS SKI ZONE
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------S L A L O M
L A D I E S
EET REPORT
Run: 1
Source: Hand Times
Bib Start# Start TOD
Finish TOD
Elapsed
Electronic Time
Difference
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------5 Before
26 25
9:20:35.2700
9:21:28.8700
53.60
54.23
-0.63
27 26
9:21:02.5600
9:21:58.0300
55.47
55.26
+0.21
28 27
9:21:46.7800
9:22:41.3100
54.53
54.69
-0.16
31 30
9:22:30.5500
9:23:23.3200
52.77
53.68
-0.91
33 32
9:23:18.5300
9:24:13.4900
54.96
55.14
-0.18
Missed
34 33
9:23:45.6700
9:24:36.4300
50.76
51.06
<----- EET Applied
5 After
35 34
9:27:23.7800
9:28:19.2300
55.45
56.12
-0.67
36 35
9:27:59.2300
9:28:52.0200
52.79
52.82
-0.03
37 36
9:28:25.5600
9:29:20.7800
55.22
55.13
+0.09
38 37
9:28:54.2100
9:29:54.2200 1:00.01
1:00.34
-0.33
39 38
9:29:30.6700
9:30:31.1000 1:00.43
1:00.85
-0.42
=======
Total
-3.03
Average
-0.30
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